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LeAF Wessex A reach U18 Men National Cup Finals 
 
The National U18 last 8 qualifiers were held at the weekend in Kettering, with two teams 
qualifying for the national finals in Kettering at the end of March. 
 
Wessex LeAF A team had a competitive pool playing Black Country, Richmond and National 
U-18 2014 champions Boswell's in their pool. The first game saw strong attacking from 
outside pair, Roberts and Van Wingerden, with the Wessex LeAF boys winning 2-0 over the 
Black Country team. 
 
The second match against Richmond saw coach Kouteleas use his bench, with setter Allen 
and middle replacement Ewing’s making some good middle plays, and with consistent 
passing from Jones the Wessex LeAF boys again won 2-0. 
 
With a place in the semi final already guaranteed, the Boswell's match was to decide group 
winners, and potentially playing the weaker team from the other pool. This game started very 
well for Boswell's, and although the middle blocking partnership of Reid and Fullerton made 
some good blocks, and the captain Adam leading by example for Wessex, the strong Essex 
team ran out winners 2-0. 
 
The second semi final saw the Wessex LeAF boys matched against Chadwell Heath from 
East London, a team that has had great success at Junior Boys level the past few years. 
The Wessex LeAF boys started strong with tough serving from Ewings and Fullerton, and 
took an early advantage and with the East London team struggling to get momentum, 
Wessex won the first set. 
 
The second set saw strong performances from Libero Jones and Setter Adam, both 
combining well with the outside hitters of Mandilaris, Roberts and Van Wingerden, which 
proved to strong for the opposition and the Wessex Leaf boys ran out winners 2-0. 
 
The team will now head to Kettering for National Final’s weekend late March, where they will 
look to revenge the defeat from Boswell's in their pool match. 
 
Squad: - Will Van Wingerden, Nathan Fullerton, Odysseas Adam, Billy Ewing, Tom Allen, 
Krzysztof Ozarski, Joel Roberts, Angelos Mandilaris, Sam Reid, Harry Jones & Tom Sear 
 
LeAF Wessex U18 Women 
 
Report Coming Soon 
 
LeAF Wessex U18 Men B  
 
Report Coming Soon 
 

Wessex beat Salford in 5 
 

Wessex women played against Salford this weekend. In the past Wessex have always been 
fairly confident coming up against Salford, however Salford have a few new players this 
season making them more of a threat to Wessex. 



The game started well for both teams, staying level for most of the set. Some good serving 
from Wessex put Salford under pressure and Wessex backing this up with some strong 
blocking. Wessex took the first set 25-21. 
The second set Salford upped their game and took a 6-0 lead over Wessex who struggled to 
knock Salford off a serving run. However, Wessex finally found their rhythm and closed the 
gap to make the set level again. The set was a close fight all the way to the end, however 
Salford took the lead at the very end, finishing 25-23 to Salford. 
The third set looked much the same as the first, both teams level throughout. Wessex 
showed some determination and pushed on in the set with some big hits by Palmer and 
MVP Grimson. Salford worked hard on their defence however Wessex were not going to be 
stopped, Wessex took the set 25-23. The fourth set was another close call, however Salford 
just edged into the lead at the end and took the set 25-23 

For the first time this season, Wessex went into a fifth set. Wessex were not going to give up 
without a fight. Wessex gave everything they had and put Salford under pressure with some 
strong serving from Tinker and Palmer. Taking a 8-2 lead, putting them in a good position at 
the change of ends. With one final push and some more amazing blocking by Smith, 
Wessex took the fifth and final set 15-6 

 
Wessex LeAF A qualify for Last 8’s of the National Cup 
 

The Wessex LeAF A team got off to a flying start in the 2nd round of the U18’s National Cup 
held at the LeAF over the weekend, by winning all three matches, by 2 sets to Nil, and 
topping their pool. 
There were notable performances from both U16 squad players, Angelos Mandilaris and 
Tom Sear, both making their debuts at this age group and showing maturity beyond their 
years. 
The closest game saw the Wessex LeAF B team take the most points from eventual victors, 
and it is very satisfying to know that over 75 per cent of players in this match were U17, 
having at least one more year at this level. It was the first time that Nathan Fullerton was 
back playing with the U18 squad this season and together with fellow England Junior Squad 
players, Joel Roberts, Will Van Wingerden and Harry Jones, and with the Greek 
International Setter Odysseas Adam, the all round play of the first team was too strong for 
the younger second team. 
The second game saw the Wessex LeAF boys take on local rivals New Forest, with some 
strong serving and organized first pass, the Wessex boys were able to take big leads in both 
sets, which allowed Coach Vangelis Koutouleas to use all squad players and run out winners 
2-0. 
The last game was matched against Regional rivals Academy of Beach Sports from Croyde. 
Again Vangelis was able to use the full squad and won the game 2-0. 
The team qualifies with an unblemished record for the Last 8’s in Kettering on the 13th 
December. 
Squad:- Will Van Wingerden, Dominic Wisdom, Nathan Fullerton, Odysseas Adam, Billy 
Ewing, Andreas Mosehovis, Tom Allen, Krzysztof Ozarski, Joel Roberts, Angelos Mandilaris, 
Sam Reid, Harry Jones & Tom Sear 

 
 

Wessex B LeAF Qualify 
 

Wessex LeAF B team qualified for the Last 8’s of the National Under 18 Cup with 2-0 wins 
against ABS (North Devon) and New Forest. 

The B team has an average age of only 15 so it is a fine achievement to join the Leaf 
Wessex A team in the Last 8’s. 
The match against ABS started with some accurate passing by Jordan West and Sam Wyatt 
which allowed Austin Pearce to use all the attacking options. Dan Harwood and Ed Van 
Wingerden were being very effective with powerful hitting and with Owen McNeil blocking 



well a lead was established. Wessex Leaf continued to control the game with Mohit Kerai 
and Jack Williams keeping the accurate passing going to Pearce and Nic Morris. The first 
set was won 25-17. The second set followed in the same pattern but the highlight was a 
great chase and dive from Iraj Safaee to keep a point alive. Van Wingerden and Harwood 
continued to dominate and with West and Stephenson pressurizing ABS with strong serves 
the set was won 25-15. 
Local rivals New Forest were next up. The first set saw impressive play with Morris and 
Williams serving strongly. Pearce showing great backcourt skills as well as maturity as a 
setter gave his hitters good opportunities to win points. Wyatt hit left side winners but when 
the team dropped a levl towards the end of the 2nd set it was Kerai and Callum Wilson who 
saw them through to a 25-20 win. 
Squad – Nic Morris, Austin Pearce, Ed Van Wingerden, Dan Harwood, Sam Wyatt, Owen 
McNeil, Louis Stephenson, Mo Kerai, Jordan West, Jack Williams, Callum Wilson, Iraj 
Safaee. 

 
 
NEVZA report from Joel Roberts and Will Van Wingerden representing 
England u19's 
 

We had another fantastic NEVZA experience representing England at the U19 
Championships in Ikast, Denmark. The team got off to a great start in the pool games, with a 
comfortable 3-0 win against Iceland, although the second set needed us to come back from 
an Iceland lead, which we did and Joel's excellent retrieve on set point gave us the 27-25 
win. England-Iceland set scores 25-12, 27-25, 25-13. Next up were the Norwegians, the 
team who beat us earlier in the year in the first round of the European Championships at 
Kettering. We knew we had done well in the previous match, almost taking the first set but 
not quite managing to see it through to a win, so we were determined to do better against 
them this time. We certainly worked hard in what was a closely fought match and Will and 
Nathan Fullerton's strong force through the middle kept us level with Norway. At 2 sets all, it 
was all to play for in the fifth set. We managed to gain a lead and held on to take that final 
set by a 3-point margin and give England an historic first ever win against Norway. England-
Norway set scores:14-25, 25-14, 25-18, 18-25, 15-12. 
Winning both the pool matches meant that we went straight through to the semi finals where 
we would meet the winners of Denmark and Iceland. It was an easy win for Denmark, who 
we had beaten in the pool stages at last year's NEVZA Championships, only to lose to them 
in the 3rd-4th place play-off. So with one win each, and Denmark having the advantage of 
home support, they took the first set. We did well to come back and take the second set and 
LeAF Wessex athlete Issa Batrane played well during his time on court. We narrowly lost out 
on the 3rd set and that gave Denmark the edge as we went into the 4th set, which they also 
won. England-Denmark scores: 20-25, 25-21, 24-26, 17-25. 
The loss to Denmark put us into the match to contest 3rd and 4th place, against Sweden, 
who had lost to Norway in the other semi final. We were disappointed with our game and 
were unable to win a set against a determined Swedish side. England-Sweden set scores: 
17-25, 21-25, 18-25. 
So while we did not finish on the high note we would have liked, it was good to be able to 
say that were the only team who had beaten the eventual winners, Norway. The squad has 
worked hard and improved a lot this year under coach Darren Lewis and it was great to have 
our own Dan Hunter on the bench for the first time as an inspirational assistant coach to 
Darren. As captain of the team, Joel was very proud of the way the team performed and 
especially honoured to have led the team to the historic victory against a strong and well-
drilled Norway side. 
Will played a key role in the middle and also played in the opposite the setter position when 
we needed him there, which showed how he is an important member of the squad. 
  



Issa was representing England for the first time in an indoor overseas international 
tournament and did himself proud with great runs of serves and strong hitting and blocking. 

However the real star of the show was Nathan, who was voted not only into the NEVZA U19 
Dream Team for the tournament but also the overall MVP for the men's competition!! Well 
done Big Nath! 
Thanks, 
Joel & Will 
 
 

Hampshire League Update 
 

Wessex lost their unbeaten record in the Hampshire League with a narrow 2-0 defeat to an 
experienced Solent team. The Wessex squad had an average age of 17 but it didn’t show as 
they started the match well with strong serving from Nic Morris and Tom MacArthur. 
Accurate passing from Mohit Kerai, Sam Wyatt and Ed Van Wingerden gave Wessex the 
lead but it was proving difficult to stop the Solent attacks on the right. MacArthur hit 
powerfully and Van Wingerden and Tom Sear blocked well but Wessex couldn’t keep the 
lead. Dan Harwood came on and his partnership with setter, Austin Pearce, led to effective 
attacks on the rights side. The Wessex passing was still excellent and points were traded up 
to 24-24. A missed serve gave Solent a set point and their attack was too strong for the 
Wessex boys to control. 26-24. 
The 2nd set saw the game follow the same pattern and was closely fought. At a vital point a 
couple of serves were missed and the pressure was then on the Wessex pass. Despite 
being behind Wessex played good volleyball but just fell short losing 25-22. 
Wessex may have lost their unbeaten record but the playing ability of such a young team 
impressed all. 
The 2nd match was against Team Southampton. There were a few changes of personnel 
with Louis Stephenson and Owen McNeil coming on. Controlled passing from Van 
Wingerden and Kerai allowed Pearce to shine with his set distribution. Jordan West and 
Ross Molero scored winners on the outside while Sear and McNeil put in some stuff blocks. 
A great dive from McNeil showed the Wessex determination not to let up and they won the 
set 25-16. 
The second set saw serving from West, Molero and Pearce take Wessex into a big lead. A 
fantastic block from Sear was followed an equally amazing smash pick up from Kerai. 
Wessex were cruising but they dropped a level and Southampton took advantage to close 
the gap. MacAthur came on to score a winner but it was left to Wyatt to score the winning 
point. 25-21. 
Squad- Austin Pearce, Ed Van Wingerden, Tom MacArthur, Ross Molero, Mohit Kerai, Dan 
Harwood, Jordan West, Tom Sear, Owen McNeil, Sam Wyatt, Louis Stephenson, Nic Morris 

 

Wessex BU Men Update 
 
It has been a busy month for the Wessex BU Men’s first team, played 5 matches won 4. 
3-2 win .v.s. London Polonia 

3-0 win .v.s. Wiltshire Mavericks (Cup) 

3-2 win .v.s. Solent 1 

3-2 loss .v.s. Team Northumbria 

3-1 win .v.s. Malory Eagles 

The first match was a trip to London against 2013 Champions Polonia. The Wessex team 
always look forward to this match as the fanatic Polonia fans make it a really competitive 
atmosphere. Wessex did their best to quiet the crowd by winning the first two sets but 
Polonia battled back hard to make it 2-2. With the home team and crowd in the ascendency 
Wessex had to re-group and a great final set gave Wessex the win 3-2. It was a Super 8 
debut for Australian Olympic Libero Aden Tutton. 



Next we saw Wiltshire Mavericks come to the LeAF Academy in the first round of the 
National Cup. Wessex fielded a young team to create a squad of players eligible for the Cup 
matches this season. The team started strongly taking the game to Wiltshire and never let 
up to secure a convincing and confident 3-0 win. The 2nd round will be against Arun VC 
home on the 8th November. 

The following day the team travelled to Southampton for their 3rd Super 8 game of the 
season. A number of players were attending the NEVZA tournament in Denmark so were 
without Nathan Fullerton, Will van Wingerden, Issa Batrane, Joel Roberts and England 
Assistant Coach Dan Hunter. The new look team struggled for consistency but put in enough 
effort to take the first two sets. However, as in Polonia, the home side upped their game to 
take the next two sets and forced a deciding fifth which Wessex managed to closed out and 
win the match 3-2 to remain unbeaten. 

The following week we welcomed Team Northumbria to the South Coast. From the first point 
to the last, the game was neck-and-neck. A fierce, competitive and enthralling match 
entertained the crowd for over 2 hours as every set went the full distance. Northumbria came 
out on top 3-2 (19-25, 25-23, 25-23, 26-28, 16-14) and it was evident from their post match 
celebrations how relieved they were. Arguably one of the greatest Super 8 matches ever 
seen at LeAF Academy as both teams produced a volleyball spectacle full of quality, 
determination and sportsmanship throughout. Let’s hope we can find that level of 
performance more this season. 

The final weekend we welcomed Malory Eagles and started strongly taking the first set 25-
17. Despite dominating the first set, errors crept in and Wessex handed the momentum to 
Malory who went on to take the second set. Despite the knock back, Wessex battled hard to 
regain the upper hand and confidence. Some clever use of time outs from the Malory coach 
prevented Wessex finding any rhythm but the Wessex team had enough in the tank to win 
the match 3-1. 

As we head into November, Wessex currently sit top of the Super 8s with 4 wins from 5 but 
other teams have games in hand. The start of the season has been good although the 
league is looking strong this year. London Lynx and last years champions Sheffield will be 
our next opponents in the Super 8s. Both will be tough matches and hopefully fantastic 
games for you, your friends and families to enjoy. 

Wessex Battle in London 

CBL Polonia 2 - 3 Wessex BU Men1 

Saturday 4th October Wessed BU Men 1 travel away to London Polonia. In a new venue, 
with seating space for 1,000 and the noisy Polish fans, the Wessex squad always look 
forward to this away match. The Wessex side had two debutants; American Setter Michael 
Vellutato and Australian Olympic Libero Aden Tutton. Alongside them they had, Miguel 
Espinoza, Dan Hunter, Ryan Stout, Alex Clare and Will van Wingerden. 

Wessex came out of the block firing with two huge blocks by Tutton and Vellutato stopping 
Polonia in their tracks. Strong attacks in the middle from Clare and Van Wingerden allowed 
Vellutato to play fast with Espinoza who attacked strongly on the right side opening up 
Polonia's defence and kept the points coming to Wessex. Tactical serving by Wessex with 
some good defence play from Stout kept the lead and Wessex took the first set 25-21. 

Wessex started the same in the second set and Espinoza was quick to fire the points 
Wessex way taking a 5-1 lead early on. Good side out play from Wessex kept the pressure 



on the Polonia side who took time to find their rhythm in the match. A strong run of serves 
from Hunter gave Wessex over a 5 point lead. A last push from Polonia at the end closed the 
gap slightly, but a couple of big hits from Van Wingerden kept made sure that Wessex took 
the 2nd set 25-22. 

The third set Wessex started strong again. A great defence play with Tutton and Hunter 
gave Wessex the momentum early on. Polonia battled back with some strong attacks on the 
outside. Strong serving kept the Wessex side under pressure and mistakes crept into the 
game. Wessex trailed by 8 points, Alfredo Fiorillo replaced Tutton to help with the block and 
attack and Wessex started pulling the points back. Tactical serving from the side closed the 
gap to two points but it was too late. Polonia won 25-23. 

The fourth set Polonia started strongly taking the lead by a couple of points. Wessex 
struggled to keep the pass consistent but battled to keep the scores tight. At 21-17 down 
saw introduction of Issa Batrane who came onto court with a bang, scoring with his first ball 
off the head of the Polonia Middle blocker. Wessex fought back hard got the score to 24-24, 
but it didn't finish it off. Polonia took the set 27-25. 

The deciding set Wessex swapped Clare with Matt Hunter in the middle. Both teams battled 
early on trying to get the momentum when it mattered. Strong side out play from both teams 
meant Polonia lead 8-7 at the change around. A strong side out hit from Tutton followed by a 
strong block from M.Hunter and serve defence from the Wessex side gave them a 3 point 
lead. 12-9. 14-12 up with match point for Wessex, Espinoza scores yet another point and 
finishes the match 15-12. 

A great win for Wessex away to Polonia in the Super8s, which keeps the team 2 wins from 
2. The team are back in action next weekend with Wiltshire in the Cup First Round on 
Saturday, followed by a local derby away to Solent on Sunday. 

MVP - Miguel Espinoza 

London Polonia 3 - 0 Wessex Women 1 

Wessex’s first away game of the season was against league rivals Polonia. Despite having 
only three of last seasons starting six, Wessex were feeling confident going into the game. 

Starting the first set well, Wessex took Polonia on from the service line with some strong 
service runs. Both teams were level throughout the whole set and despite Polonia’s strong 
attack, Wessex’s defence remained well formed, libero and MVP Georgiopolov kept control 
of the back court allowing Tinker to run the attack. Both teams fought till the end, levelled at 
20-20 it was going to be a close finish. However Polonia took the first set 25-23. 

Wessex kept their heads up going into the second set. Keeping the pressure on Wessex 
stayed aggressive. Grimson and Welscher did well to find the holes in Polonia’s block. 
However Polonia also upped their game using their strong attack and serve to their 
advantage. Allan called a time out at 20-21, however again Polonia edged in front and took 
the second set 25-23. 

The third set was looking more hopeful for Wessex. Symonds, Boronczyk and Smith kept a 
strong attack through the middle and Wessex’s defence stayed solid. Again the set was 
looking to be very close, and at 22-22 it was a level playing field for both teams, however the 
more experienced Polonia took the third and final set 25-23. 



Wessex put up a very good fight, and performed extremely well however it was the 
experience of playing together as a team where they fell short. Wessex look forward to 
playing Polonia at home in the second half of the season after some more practise as a new 
team and hopefully the results will be different 

Big weekend for Junior Girls 

The junior girls will be out in force this weekend representing Wessex VC. 

On Sat four teams will be competing in the 1st South West Grand Prix of the season. The 
tournament is being hosted at LeAF, so why not pop along and support captains, Caitlin, 
Sophie, Olivia, Charlotte and their teams. 

On Sunday the Hampshire League squad, led by Lizzie Wyatt, will be heading to 
Southampton to take on Team Southampton and South Hants. Coaches Ed and Richard will 
be travelling with full squads to this season opener, with several players making their 
Wessex debuts. 

Back in Bournemouth (at LeAF) the Wessex 2 team who, bar one, are all U18, will be 
playing their first National League matches of the season, against Richmond and Team 
Southampton, why not come along and support the girls and see if Wessex can go played 5, 
won 5 in the new hall at LeAF! 

In total 30 junior girls will be representing the club this weekend, which is fantastic- good luck 
to all involved, enjoy your volleyball. 

Two wins in Hampshire League for Wessex 
 
Wessex, having won the Hampshire Men's League last season, decided on a similar make 
up of the squad this time around. The side consists of mainly juniors but being boosted by a 
couple of experienced players to aid their development. 
 
There were debuts for Austin Pearce (15) and Jack Williams (14) and both put in good 
performances, looking comfortable at this level. 
 
First match was against the vastly experienced South Hants team. A solid start turned into a 
big lead as Nick Morris set beautifully for Ross Molero and Tom MacArthur who pounded the 
ball home on the wings. With Roy Wyatt and Sam Wyatt controlling the pass, Jack Williams, 
was able to hit hard through the middle. Molero put in some unplayable serves and with Ed 
Van Wingerden blocking well the set looked to be going to Wessex. Austin Pearce came on 
to set and Mo Kerai took a place on the wing to see the set out at 25-19. The second set 
followed in much the same vain with all players showing a high level of play. MVP - Ross 
Molero 
 
Next up were Team Southampton. Again the passing unit, led by Roy Wyatt gave the 
platform for Wessex' fine attacking play. Molero, MacArthur and Williams dominated at the 
net while Morris and Pearce combined to good effect. Van Wingerden and Sam Wyatt got in 
some good blocks and the back court players read the game well, moving fast when they 
needed to. First set 25-13. The 2nd set saw a few positional changes and this combined with 
a loss of concentration saw Wessex fall behind. Southampton were now playing well with 
strong outside hits causing problems. A switch of blockers and some good pick ups got 
Wessex back in it at 23-23 but two poor attacking choices saw the set go to Team 
Southampton. It was now a really good match but Wessex upped their level and won the 
decider 15-10. 



 
Squad - Ross Molero, Tom MacArthur, Nick Morris, Sam Wyatt, Jack Williams, Ed Van 
Wingerden, Austin Pearce, Mo Kerai, Roy Wyatt. 
 

Wessex BU Men 1 3 - 0 London Docklands 
 
Saturday the 27th saw the first Super-8 league game of the season for Wessex BU 1, who 
were up against a newly promoted London Docklands team. After a tough summer period 
and pre-season, which saw the loss of several key players and coach, the Wessex boys 
knew that they were going to have to dig deep and help each other in order to get the win. 
 
Wessex started with three new signings Alfredo Fiorillo, Will van Wingerden and Alex Clare, 
along with Dan Hunter, Oli Kimber, Ryan Stout, and Carl Butcher. The experienced 
Docklands team showed their worth at the beginning of the first set and took an early 10-4 
lead from some solid serving and a few unforced errors by the Wessex boys. However, at 
12-5 down, Wessex started to find their rhythm and slowly started to claw their way back into 
the set. Solid spiking by Oli Kimber and some good block defence brought the scores back 
to a tight 14-13. Docklands regrouped and with the help of some smart offence pulled out 
what should have been a set winning lead to 22-18. Wessex, however, were not about to 
give the set up and through high pressure serving from Dan Hunter, managed to slow down 
the Docklands offence and fight their way to a 25-23 set victory. 
 
The Wessex comeback had well and truly knocked the wind out of the Docklands team, and 
this showed with a very shaky start to set 2. Big hitting by the Wessex outsides and effective 
offensive choices by Carl Butcher created a small lead at the first technical timeout and a 16-
12 lead by the second. Well in control, Wessex cruised to a 25-15 set 2 victory. 
 
The beginning of set three saw Docklands come back with the aid of some poor play by 
Wessex. The Wessex guys had just taken their foot slightly off the gas and let the Docklands 
team take a 12-9 lead, without doing very much. Docklands Pink and Popov pulled their 
team to a few more points with some good blocking, but Wessex upped their game and 
proved too strong in the end and took the 3-0 win. 
 
After a few tough weeks for the Wessex team, taking the win without dropping a set was a 
great team achievement. 
  

Wessex Women 1 3 - 0 Surrey Orcas 
 
Starting a new season, Wessex were feeling strong with a few new players to welcome. 
Their first game was up against Surrey Orcas who were making their debut in the Super 8 
league following their promotion last season. 
 
The first set, Wessex took the lead from the beginning. Taking control of the set from the 
service line Wessex gained a comfortable lead. Despite Surrey’s strong block MVP Palmer 
and Grimson took Surrey’s defence apart with their attack and Wessex took the first set 25-
14. 
 
The second set started much the same. Wessex now was full confidence in their game after 
the summer break. Smith and Barritt took the set on with some big blocks in the middle and 
Boronczyk made her debut with a seven point run of serves, taking Wessex to their second 
set point. Wessex pushed on and kept up their intensity and with a tactical substitution by 
Allan, Welscher came on to finish the set with a big hit through 2, 25-13. 
 



The third set, Surrey found some fighting spirit and took a 4 point lead. However Wessex 
managed to hang onto the set and find the intensity from the previous two sets. Some clever 
play from Grimson to exploit some of Surreys weaknesses saw Wessex edge into the lead. 
Heading into a very tight finish, Wessex managed to keep their nerve and Beddows kept the 
pressure on her serve. Wessex took the third and final set 26-24. 
 
Wessex look forward to their game away against league rivals Polonia! next weekend and 
hope to take their momentum through and see a similar result. 
 

Wessex BU Men 2 3 - 0 Danes Watford 
 
After an impressive start to the season from both the Super 8 men and women teams it was 
now the turn of the Wessex Division 1 squad. 
 
The team faced Watford Danes who are a consistent team in Division 1 and as a first game 
after being promoted last season we knew it would be tough! 
 
The team were looking to start the new season the way they ended the last, in winning form! 
This was shown in the first set with great reception from the passing unit of Issa Batrane, 
Matt Hunter and Libero Olly Batt. This then made life a lot easier for Captain Richard Collins 
to make use of all the attacking options! 
 
The team started the 2nd set the same way they ended the first by taking the set 25-16! This 
was shown with some big swinging from LeAF athlete Issa Batrane and LeAF athlete Will 
Van Wingerden. 
 
Again the passing unit proved to be crucial for the team in the 3rd set and some great 
touches on defence meant that we could make use of the middles. Watford Danes had a run 
of a few points towards the end of the set to make it close but the experience of Bobby 
Hudson and Rich Collins coming on as a double sub meant we could sideout effectively at 
the end of a hard fought 3rd set that we took 25-22. 
 
MVP went to middle Will Van Wingerden but the entire squad were solid throughout the 
game as subs could come on and make an immediate impact! The squad are very much 
looking forward to the competition ahead of them this season! 
 
A big thank you to all the support in our first game of the season! 
 
Come on wessex!! 
  

Wessex Men 3 3 - 0 Cardiff Celts 
 
The Wessex third team travelled up to Cardiff to contest their third game of the season. 
Coach, Vangelis Koutouleas took to the bench for his first match of the season, hoping to 
seal a second win. 
 
The team eased their way into the first set leading 8-7 at the first technical timeout. As the 
game progressed, strong attacking from Dominic Wisdom and Krzysztof Ozarski saw the 
team take a 16-13 lead. Good reception from Harry Jones and Angelos Mandilaris backed 
up the strong attacking, and the team took the first set 25-17. 
 
The second progressed similarly, with Sam Reid and Billy Ewings providing a strong block in 
the middle position with Odysseas Adam distributing well across the net. Tom Allen and 



Andreas Moschovis worked hard in the backcourt, helping the team to seal a solid 25-16 
victory and a 2-0 lead. 
 
The Wessex boys continued to exert pressure on the Celts, jumping to a 7-0 lead in the third 
set. The boys continued steadily from here, although a bad run of play closed the score to 
18-16. The Wessex boys pushed through, with Wisdom and Jones hustling on defence, and 
Mandilaris and Ewings taking big swings at the net. In the end, Ozarksi served out the match 
with consecutive aces, sealing the score at 25-19, and the match 3-0. 
 
This earned the team their second win, as they continue to work hard in the early season 
ready for the upcoming matches. A successful day for Wessex! 
 

Wessex M3 vs. Team Southampton 
 
The season opener for the Wessex Men’s 3rd team saw the team take on Team 
Southampton away; the newly promoted team has seen many new changes since last 
season, and their first match was an opportunity to see what they were capable of. 
 
Lead by captain Oddsseas Adam, as well as England junior players Joel Roberts, Will van 
Windergen and Harry Jones, the team took an early 6-3 lead after some effective blocking. 
However, consecutive serving errors hindered the team’s momentum, as they found 
themselves down at the second technical time out. Despite some aggressive offence, the 
defensive hustle from the Southampton side put pressure on the Wessex men, as they lost 
the first set 25-23. 
 
The second set saw similar problems occur for the Wessex boys, with some unforced errors 
hindering their progress; the introduction of Krzysztof Ozarski saw new energy injected into 
the team, as their defence and transition play began to see its full potential. Excellent 
attacking from Roberts and newly signed Angelos Mandilaris was too much for Southampton 
to handle, as the Wessex boys captured the second set. 
 
The third set saw a change in line up for the Wessex side, with Van Windergen moved to 
outside for more attacking play, and Roberts switched out to the opposite. Despite the 
improvement in offence, strong service from the Southampton team put the Wessex 
reception under pressure, resulting in a 16-12 deficit. Mandilaris came back into the game to 
strengthen reception, and a superb dig by Jones spurred the Wessex side to fight back to 
23-24, however the team could not convert and the third set was lost. 
 
Now 2-1 down, Wessex coach Andy Jones made a number of changes, with Roberts and 
Van Windergen playing outside and Mandilaris back to opposite. A strong run of serves from 
Andreas Moschovis saw the team take an 8-3 lead, and from there the Wessex side never 
looked back. Superb defence from Van Windergen and Jones, as well as aggressive play 
from Roberts and middle Sam Reid, the Wessex side stormed on and took the fourth set to 
level the match at 2-2. 
 
A strong start was vital in the fifth, and the Wessex men obliged, leading at the side switch 8-
6. Good distribution from Adam saw the Wessex men convert many opportunities, with Tom 
Allen backing up the offence as a backcourt specialist. The Wessex men converted their first 
match point after a controversial call, as they sealed the set 15-11, earning the team their 
first win in Division 2 and setting the way for the rest of the season. 
 

Wessex M3 vs. Solent 2 
 



After their win the previous day, the young Wessex side were determined to build on their 
performance; facing a tough experienced Solent side, this would prove to be no easy task. 
 
The side started as the finished the previous day, with some early attacking play from 
Mandilaris and Roberts as well defence from Jones. Trading point for point, the teams were 
evenly matched, with Billy Ewings and Andreas Moschovis working hard through the middle 
during long rallies. Unfortunately, consecutive errors saw the side loose the first set 26-24. 
 
The second set saw similar problems for the team, with aggressive play from Solent’s 
middles proving difficult to defend. However, the Wessex side showed fight to keep going, as 
Robert and Van Windergen converted high balls on the wings to keep the team in it. Despite 
this the team struggled to find rhythm, with Andy Jones making a number of substitutions to 
try and slow the Solent side down. Tom Allen’s backcourt work helped the team stay in it, but 
the second set was lost, leading to a 2-0 deficit. 
 
The third set saw the introduction of Dominic Wisdom and Krzysztof Ozarski; Wisdom’s 
blocking efforts put pressure on the Solent side, as Moschovis service applied much needed 
pressure onto the Solent team. The Wessex men took an 8-3 lead, with more defence and 
transition attacking seeing them stretch their lead to 16-6. From here the Wessex boys were 
clinical and concise, as they took the third set to keep them in the game. 
 
The Wessex men had an opportunity to apply pressure from here on out, but the experience 
of the Solent team proved valuable as the game went on. Some bad passing and some 
unforced errors caused problems for the Wessex boys, but they continued to fight, as Adam 
co-ordinated the offence with great effect. Van Windergen worked hard on the outside to 
create opportunities for the team, helping them stay within a point of their opposition. Allen 
was re-introduced to the backcourt, as the team fought for every possible opportunity, but 
some missed backcourt plays and blocks from the Solent side proved crucial towards the 
end of the set. Despite an effective second touch from Adam, a 7-0 run by the Solent boys 
went unanswered by the Wessex Team, as they lost the fourth set 25-18, and thus the 
match 3-1. 
 
With a win and loss over the weekend, the Wessex boys have both positives and negatives 
to take forward with them, as well as lessons to learn as the season progresses, as the 
continue their preparation efforts for the National Cup in November. 
 

Harry selected for CEV Junior European Beach Championships 
 
A very successful beach volleyball season has just been completed for Wessex's Harry 
Jones, having represented England at "The FIVB World U-19"championships in Porto, 
Portugal, and "The CEV European U-18" championships in Kristiansand, Norway. 
 
The Beach season started for Harry at the end of April, with him training at the LeAF Elite 
Academy under the watchful eye of England Junior Coach Vangelis Koutouleas. 
 
The domestic season saw Harry and Boswell's partner Ryan Poole win 4 out of the 6 
Volleyball England Junior Grand Prix events, making them the winners of the National Junior 
tour, including being successful at the GB Sandbanks National Beach Championships, with 
runners up in u-20s, and winning the U-18s title. 
 
In preparation for the World u-19s, and in addition to the weekly LeAF training programme, 
Harry attended a 10 day training camp in Spain, and a further 10 day training camp in 
Cyprus, where the FIVB World u-21's Championships, were held. These camps gave a 
valuable experience, and gave a great insight to training and competing at international 
junior level. 



 
In Portugal at the U-19s, the England team (Jones / Poole) needed to qualify and 
unfortunately drew a very strong Austrian team in the first round of Qualification, losing in a 
hard fought match 2 sets to 0 (16-21, 19-21). The demanding world of beach volleyball 
meant that the boys needed to travel straight back to UK to play in Weymouth Beach 
Classic. 
 
The build up to competing in Norway for CEV -18s, included the pair finishing as runners up 
at the Sideout Summer series event in Leyton London, plus two runner up places at 
Volleyball England Finals, in the Senior Challenger and Junior Events, the weekend prior to 
going to Norway. 
 
The target for the CEV from Coach Vangelis Koutouleas was to win one game, enabling the 
team to qualify for the knock out stages. The boys were drawn with Norway, Finland and 
Switzerland, all countries with proven Junior national beach program's. The experienced 
gained throughout the summer held the team in great stead, with the England boys winning 
all three pool games, . (Norway 2-0), (Finland 2-1), and (Switzerland 2-1). 
 
The 3 results put the England team into a unprecedented position of qualifying for the 
second round of the knock out phase, and were matched against a strong experienced 
Belarus team. Again the young England pairing put up a good performance, and at times 
had the upper hand, but unfortunately went down 2 sets to O. 
 
It is the first time a national boys junior team have gained a 9th at a European 
Championships, and shows the progress the sport can make with first class Beach Volleyball 
Facilities and Coaching in the local area. 
 

Local Man elected as Volleyball England President 
 
Local volleyball coach and administrator, Geoff Allen, from Poole, is the new President of 
Volleyball England. He was elected President at Volleyball England's Annual General 
Meeting in Loughborough at the weekend. 
 
Geoff has more than 40 years experience of playing, coaching and organising volleyball 
which includes being the founder and Chairman of Wessex Volleyball Club and Sandbanks 
Beach Volleyball Festival, Chairman of Volleyball Dorset and a Volleyball England Senior 
Coach Staff Tutor. 
 
Geoff will now chair the Board of Volleyball England as well as lead the national governing 
body for the next 2 years. Geoff said "I feel enormously privileged to have been elected to 
lead English volleyball for the next 2 years. Volleyball has some fantastic people, both 
professional and voluntary, so by working together we will try to do our best for the sport and 
its members. I hope that we can restore some of the positive feelings that volleyball felt in 
the build up to the 2012 Olympics." 
 
Congratulations Geoff! 
 

Wessex Pair represent England in FIVB Beach Volleyball U-21's Larnaka 23-27 
July 2014 
 
England were represented by Wessex pairing Matt Hunter and Ryan Stout at the FIVB World 
U-21's Beach Volleyball Championships, in the Qualification event on the Wednesday of the 
tournament. The preparation for the event included a two week training camp in Athens, 



training with the Greek National U-21 team, plus a further week camp in Cyprus, training with 
the Cypriot teams that were in the main draw of the event. 
 
The England team had mixed fortunes in the Qualification draw, getting a bye in the first 
round, but were paired up to play the winner of Russia 2 and Cyprus 4. The Russians came 
out victors in this contest, and showed that the England boys would have a tough task to 
qualify. 
 
The game started in the heat of the afternoon with temperatures touching 35C, with very 
windy conditions. The Russians having already played adapted to the conditions, and took 
big leads in both sets. This didn't deter Hunter and Stout from putting up a very good fight, 
with good blocking from Hunter and sound defence from Stout. The Russians who would go 
on to win the silver medal in the main draw, however had too much all round experience and 
power and ran out winners 21-12, 21-11. 
 
Again the event gave the Wessex pair a very good experience at playing international 
volleyball, and now allows them to concentrate on the last 2 VEBT events in Weymouth and 
Margate, and for selection at the CEV U-20s in Turkey in September. 
 
For further information on the FIVB U-21's, please see the following link - 
 
http://www.fivb.org/EN/BeachVolleyball/Competitions/U21/2014/index.asp 
 

Beach Volleyball - what sand was made for 
 
It was another fantastic Sandbanks Beach Volleyball Festival this year. With a third more 
entries, including 140 junior teams in 19 competitions, the biggest concern was potentially 
the weather. However, whilst dark grey clouds and heavy rain fell on Poole and 
Bournemouth, the Sandbanks peninsula continued serenely to be bathed in sunshine. 
 
The team of volunteers had prepared hard to make sure that all teams had an enjoyable 
time, including playing at least 4 matches a day, free water (donated by Asda and Fitness 
First), free suncream (donated by Boots) and free physio / massage services provided by 
Bournemouth University. 
 
The cream of Britain's young volleyball talent competed, vying for eight British Open Junior 
Beach Volleyball titles. Two players who emerged with the greatest credit were 16 year-old 
Poole Grammar School student, Harry Jones, partnering 15 year-old Ryan Poole from 
Hertfordsire. They won the British Under 18's Championship, beating Sam Allen and Nathan 
Fullerton from Leaf Academy, Bournemouth in the Final, and were runners-up in the Under 
20's, losing to Sam Walrond (Leaf Academy) and Hayden Lawson (Croyde, Devon) in the 
Final. 
 
In the girls' British Championships, Paige Fullerton and Maria Georgopolou from Leaf 
Academy, won the British Under 20 Championship, beating Jade Butcher (Bournemouth 
University) and Emma Crane (Leaf). Yasmin Kaashoek (Leaf) and Anaya Evans (Croyde) 
showed their potential by winning the Under 18's Championship, beating Grace Lazard and 
Maria Georgopolou (Leaf) in the Final. 
 
Amongst many other notable performances by local players, Ed Van Wingerden (Highcliffe 
School) and Tom Allen (Lytchett Minster School), lost to the Bello brothers from Spain in the 
Under 16 Boys Final. 
 
The organisers would like to thank Sportset, Bomb Cosmetics, Animal, Nandos, Snowtrax, 
Compton Acres, Farmer Palmers, The Tank Museum, Beaulieu, Empire Cinemas, Proctor & 



Gamble, Rockley Watersports, Sandbanks Yacht Company, Larasian, Bowlplex, Palm Print, 
Leaf Academy, Bournemouth University, Poole Tourism, Asda, Fitness First, Boots and 
Volleyball England for their support. 
 
Sandbanks Beach Volleyball Festival - 5th & 6th July 2014, Sandbanks Beach, Poole. 
Incorporating the British Open Junior Championships and British Adult 4's Championships 
 
You are invited to glorious Sandbanks Beach in Poole for the UK's best beach volleyball 
festival. With 5 adult and 20 junior competitions, including 11 British Championships, you 
can play serious, competitive volleyball or competitive, fun volleyball. Each is a 1 day 
competition, allowing players to enter a different competition on each day. 
 
ADULTS 
The adult competitions are all 4's volleyball, offering indoor teams the opportunity to take on 
the beach volleyballers. For the first time, the British Volleyball Federation have authorised 
Men's, Women's and Mixed 4's British Championships. In addition, there is a Go Spike 
recreational mixed 4's competition on each day, for those players who want to play more 
relaxed volleyball. 
 
YOUNGER PLAYERS AGED 10 TO 20 
 
If you are aged 20 or younger, we offer the widest range of competitions around. Eight 
British Junior Open Championships, at under 14, 16, 18 and 20 for both males and females 
who want to play serious beach volleyball. In addition, we offer a Division 2 at each age-
group, for less experienced players, plus four under 12 competitions mean that you can 
compete, learn, gain experience and have fun. 
 
So, whether you an adult or a youngster, a serious beach player or someone who just wants 
to have fun, visit www.wessexvolleyball.com/sandbanks.asp for more information and to 
download an entry form. Email sandbanks@beach-volleyball.co.uk for specific queries. 
 

Wessex LeAF U15 earn 2nd spot in Volleyball England National Cup  
 
Wessex Leaf Under 15 boys travelled to Kettering to play in the Last 6’s of the National Cup 
on Saturday. With half of the squad never having played six a side volleyball before this 
season the team had done well to come through the South West round at Croyde and the 
Southern region round in Reading to reach these finals. Certainly the Wessex Leaf boys 
weren’t seen as favourites to get out of the pool but with talented players who had trained 
hard the coaching staff were sure that the team could spring a surprise. 
 
Beating Richmond was the key to getting to the semi final and Wessex started well with 
strong hitting from Dan Harwood and Ed Van Wingerden. The serving was good and any 
attacks set up by Richmond were blocked by Tom Sear. Setter, Austin Pearce, used the 
accurate passing from Niko Gleed to spread the attack as Jordan West and Jack Williams 
scored winners on the wings. The first set went to Wessex Leaf 25-18. Richmond had a 
talented squad of overseas players and their skill level showed in the second set as Wessex 
dropped a level. Despite a late fight back, Richmond took the set 25-23. Now the Wessex 
supporters were concerned but, with the aid of strong serving from Pearce and Williams, 
they gained a good lead in the third. Gleed and Iraj Safaee continued to pass well which 
allowed West to score point after point from his line hitting. A couple of good middle 
smashes from Sear and big hits from Harwood finished the set off 15-8. 
 
The Wessex Leaf boys were in the semi and had to face the fancied Chadwell Heath team. 
Now Wessex showed everybody just how good they had become. It was a dream set with 
some fantastic serving causing Chadwell problems. All the players were excelling, although 



the pick was probably Van Wingerden who gave a faultless performance. 25-11. Chadwell 
are a team of fighters though and they took a large lead in the second set. A time out got 
Wessex back on track and with West hammering the ball home they started to close the gap. 
A missed serve cost them and the set was lost 25-21. Into another decider and Sear’s block 
set Wessex Leaf on their way. With a place in the Final at stake the Wessex Leaf boys 
stepped up with strong smashes from Harwood, Van Wingerden and Williams. Niral Kerai 
came on to add more service pressure and the set was won 15-7 in another terrific team 
display. 
 
The boys had exceeded expectations and knew that the Final against Boswells would be 
very tough especially as they had played an extra two sets of volleyball. Boswells had the 
star player in Ryan Poole and he looked the part with big hits and tough serves. A block from 
Van Wingerden and Pearce helped Wessex to keep the scores level at the start of the 
match. Boswells were winning the front court play but the tough Wessex serving, particularly 
from Williams, caused Boswells problems. West came up with a couple of tips and Sear 
used his height to block the middle attacks. The set could have gone either way but some 
jump top spin serving from Poole cost Wessex Leaf four points in a row. A great pick up from 
Harwood showed that Wessex were still fighting but they couldn’t close the gap. 25-22 to 
Boswells. 
 
The Wessex Leaf boys fell behind at the start of the second set and started to look tired. 
Great backcourt play from Kerai, Gleed and Safaee kept Wessex in it and when Owen 
McNeil came on to block, Wessex got the serve back. A couple of points later though the 
Boswells strength proved too much and the match was lost 25-19. Boswells were the 
deserved winners but it was a brilliant effort from the Wessex Leaf boys who have the 
potential to do even better next season. 
 
Squad Dan Harwood (15 - Leaf) Ed Van Wingerden (14 - Highcliffe) Austin Pearce (14- 
Poole Gr) Jordan West (15- Leaf) Tom Sear (15 – Arnewood) Jack Williams (14 – Burgate) 
Niko Gleed (13- Leaf) Iraj Safaee (13 – BCS) Niral Kerai (13 – Poole Gr) Owen McNeil (14 – 
Poole Gr) Alex Beveridge (14 – Leaf) 
 

SOUTH WEST UNDER 16 GIRLS – CHAMPIONS AGAIN! 
 
The Inter Regional Volleyball Championships were held at the University of East London 
over the Bank Holiday weekend and numerous Wessex Volleyball Juniors were selected to 
represent their regions in the Under 14 & Under 16 girls and Under 15 & Under 17 boys 
competitions. 
 
The Under 16 girls, champions from last year, beat teams from Yorkshire, East Midlands , 
East, South East & London. They were the only team to win all their games without dropping 
a set to retain the title. 
 
Left to right – Amber Davies, Jesse Marais, Lois Chitticks (captain) & Holly Merrifield 
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Cardiff Celts Vs Wessex BU 

After a long drive and a huge traffic jam to get into the country renowned for its valleys and 
sheep, 2 out of the 3 cars heading for Cardiff made it to the sports hall on time for warm up. 
With 4 players stuck on the Severn crossing the squad showed its flexibility with Gervaise 
Bynoe coming in as setter, Carl Butcher moving to the outside with Ryan Palmer and Rob 
Duckmanton in the middle. Sam James and Issa Batrane also started but in their normal 
positions of opposite and outside. 

Set 1 started slowly with the home team applying the pressure. Captain Butcher was passing 
and siding out well due to Gervaise’s excellent distribution. As has been a trademark of 
Wessex all season, the squad reached 16 and started to exert their dominance with new 
middle hitter Rob Duckmanton taking the middle blocker out of the game a number of times. 
The side pushed hard after a time out and took the set 25-21. 

With the rest of the squad just missing out on the start of the first set a “normal” line up took 
to the court in the 2nd set. The energy on court was down and the pressure from Cardiff 
increased, allowing them to take the set 25-21. 

A frustrated Butcher reverted back to previous tactics, bringing Gervaise back into set, Joel 
Roberts on the opposite and Will van Wingerden in the middle alongside Issa, Ryan and 
Bobby Hudson in the libero shirt. With improved passing and distribution from Gervaise, Joel 
was able to find his range and bombarded the Cardiff defence with huge hits. This was 
mirrored by Issa who seemed to have a vendetta against a number of Cardiff players and 
continued to pummel the ball into their chest until the set was over, finishing 25-17 to 
Wessex. A highlight of this set was our “huge” middle blocker Ryan Palmer stuff blocking the 
Cardiff middle, a man of almost twice the height of Ryan; it was clear to see that the 
opposition were shook and never recovered. 

In the 4th set the away team were hoping to avoid another away day 5 setter and applied the 
pressure from the off. Looking comfortable, Sam Reid made way to the court and showed 
why he has made excellent progress this year, getting a couple of blocks and hits in his short 
spell on court. Again Cardiff never gave up and made for a nervy end to the match. Wessex 
however showed their nerve and took the final set 25-22. 

MVP – Carl Butcher 

  

Wessex BU Vs Essex Estonians 

With the league title already secured and the promise of Division 1 volleyball for the 2nd 
team next season, the squad had decided to step into a time warp and take to the court in 
retro style, sporting long socks, short shorts, sweat and head bands and even the occasional 
McEnroe inspired wig. Warming up to classics including “walk like an Egyptian”, “come on 
Eileen” and “club Tropicana” anyone who walked into the sports hall instantly joined in with 
the teams celebrations, even first referee Nick Heckford! 

The squad welcomed back for the first time in months Aaron Walrond and Ryan Jones who 
both had played important roles at the start of the season in getting the team organised and 
to the top of the table. Aaron came into the fold to serve on set points and held his nerve (on 
the 2nd attempt) to the delight of the small group of supporters. Nathan Fullerton had a great 
game in the middle showing his dominance in block and attack, sporting a very hippy looking 
headband. At times the squad showed their quality, siding out well and applying the pressure 



from the base line. Essex made the game tough for Wessex with strong serving of their own 
and brilliant defence but never had enough in the tank to topple the home teams dominant 
display. Final score 3-0 (25-19, 25-16, 25-22). 

MVP – Nathan Fullerton 

After a fantastic season which has seen the 2nd team record 16 wins out of 18 the squad 
would like to thank all of the players who have come and gone throughout the season, the 
supporters for their continued support at home games and everyone who has refereed, 
scored and line judged our games. A big thanks to Lynn Allen and Vicky Hunter for her help 
behind the scenes, Rob Duckmanton for his excellent work in organising the team and Aaron 
Walrond for continuing to be the team’s secretary even when not playing. 

Finally we would like to say thanks and goodbye to Aaron Walrond who is unfortunately 
retiring from the indoor game due to a back injury and Mr German efficiency himself Fyn 
Ehlers who is returning to Germany this summer. So until next year when the squad return 
fresh faced for a new challenge, have a great summer and see you on the beach! 

Captain/Coach – Carl Butcher 

 

It’s the end of another season and for the Under 16 girls the end of an era. 

This squad of girls have been together for a while now and I have seen them improve their 
volleyball skills and also mature both on and off court. This season unfortunately hasn’t gone 
to plan but the girls have given it their all and should be very proud in finishing 5th (out of 12) 
in the South West Ladies League. 

Next season will undoubtedly see a new squad of girls and with Lois, together with a couple 
of others, proposing to go to LeAF I am ‘retiring’ as the girl’s manager. It has been a very 
enjoyable few years and it has been a real pleasure. However, it now means that there are 
vacancies for both an U15/16 and U18 manager! Please speak to Dave if you are interested 

The girls obviously have brilliant Wessex coaches to thank, including ‘special appearances’ 
by Vicky Palmer, Anthony Roberts & Lucy Wicks, and not forgetting Geoff & Lynn, and Dan 
Hunter, but especially the calm & dependable Dave Gunter and the fabulous Rex Palmer. 
Rex has a lot to answer for J having been inspirational in getting Lois & Holly into volleyball 8 
years ago! I know you are both proud of the girls and what they have achieved. I’m sure they 
all join me in thanking you both for all your hard work and dedication. 

Finally, girls I wish you much success for the future and good luck in your upcoming exams. 
And I hope to see you all continue playing 

Carol 

 

 Wessex LeAF U18 .v.s.Nottingham Rockets 

Going into the match, we had prepared well with intense sessions together with a structured 
strength and conditioning programme here at LeAF in order to perform at optimum level for 
the climax of the season. Our team walked onto the taraflex laden court ready to face our 
opponents Nottingham Rockets. 

In the First set, we started very strongly performing our side-out play very well and serving to 
pressurise the opponents. We took a good early lead, building upon it not letting Rockets 
claw anyway back into the set. We took the first set 25-17. 

Second set we carried on the momentum from the end of the first set to gain an immediate 
lead. Strong hitting from Vasillis Mandilaris helped close out the second set 25-18, giving us 
an essential 2-0 lead. 



Nottingham Rockets came out stronger in the third set and after trailing by a couple of points 
for the majority of the set, the Wessex LeAF team found a new gear to gain 4 match points 
at 24- 20. However, the disappointment of not taking these 4 point did not rattle the team as 
we continued to fight and finally took the set and title 29-27. 

Winning the Grand prix final was such a great success after the disappointment of not 
reaching the U18 National Final. Such a great performance is credit to the support staff and 
professional attitude of all Wessex LeAF players. 

 

Wessex LeAF U18 Women .v.s. Tameside 

Report coming soon 

 

Wessex Leaf Under 16 boys are the English Champions after a 3-0 win against Ernest 
Bevin, London on Sunday in Kettering. 

The start of the Final was delayed which caused a few more nerves than usual. A missed dig 
from Sam Wyatt and serves into the net from the more experienced Tom Allen and Harry 
Jones was proof of that but Bevin errors showed they were also feeling the pressure. The 
players soon settled down as Louis Stephenson led the way with some forceful hitting. He 
was joined on the front row by Ed VanWingerden and Dan Harwood who both tipped 
intelligently to push Wessex to a 5-2 lead. Stuff blocking from Jones and Van Wingerden 
halted the Bevin attack and the lead went to 12-6. With Van Wingerden, Jones and Mohit 
Kerai passing accurately, setter Allen was able to control the attack. This led to aggressive 
hitting from Wessex which saw Bevin making block errors and the lead went to 18-13. 
Wessex seemed comfortable but Bevin fought back to level at 19-19. The Wessex Leaf 
supporters were doing all they could, making lots of noise to encourage the team to go 
ahead again. Wyatt came to the rescue with six penetrating float serves. This, plus a 
combination middle play from Allen and Wingerden, saw Wessex Leaf take the set 25-20. 

Wyatt continued his excellent serving in the 2nd set and with Allen following suit Wessex 
stormed into a 8-3 and then 16-5 lead. This was dream stuff and Bevin were unable to stop 
the flow of points. Jones, Van Wingerden and Stephenson were smashing winners home 
and the score raced to 21-6. Allen set up Wyatt and Harwood on the wings to finish the set 
25-8. Unbelievable dominance ! 

The whole team were playing excellent volleyball and the third set followed in the same way. 
A great backcourt recovery from Jones and then one by Allen helped Wessex to a 8-3 and 
then 16.5 lead. Kerai was still controlling the pass which allowed Allen to vary the Wessex 
attack. There seemed no Wessex weakness as they went 22-10 up and only three points 
from victory. Bevin weren’t finished though and in an all or nothing attempt started to put in 
some tough serves. Wessex had switched off and suddenly Bevin had won 6 points in a row. 
A time out was called to tell the team to up the level and reassert their authority. Ben 
McKenzie recovered a Bevin smash as Wessex got to 24-17. Stephenson showed no nerves 
on Championship point to put in a serve that Bevin couldn’t return. 25-17. 

It was time to celebrate ! 

Coach Lynn Allen said “The boys have come a long way over the past year. They have 
worked really hard and gained more match experience which has paid off with some superb 
performances this season. The boys have proved themselves the best team in the country 
and deserve to be National Champions. There have been a lot of people, nearly all 
volunteers, involved in this success and all their help and support is greatly appreciated by 
the team and the Club. ” 



The committee felt that a number of the Wessex players could have been awarded the MVP 
but they went for captain Harry Jones for his all round performance. Congratulations to 
Harry. 

Squad – Harry Jones, Tom Allen, Ed Van Wingerden, Louis Stephenson, Sam Wyatt, Dan 
Harwood, Ben McKenzie, Mohit Kerai, Tom Sear, Austin Pearce, Jack Williams, Alex 
Beveridge 

  

 

U16 Girls finish season on a roll 

On 23 March, I had the great pleasure of coaching the Wessex U16 Girls in what was 
possibly their last competitive match as a squad together. Originally due to play 2 matches, 
they ended up only playing Torexe Ladies as Cardiff could not raise a team to travel down to 
Bournemouth. 

Wessex served first and got straight into the game. 4 straight points off Lois Chitticks' 
serving gave the Girls a commanding lead. They then won the serve straight back and Holly 
Merrifield followed in Lois' footsteps with another run of unreturned serves. By that time, as 
long as Wessex kept their heads and retained control of the set, they would take the first set. 
They did just that, with Lizzie Wyatt continuing the winning serves and Holly and Wenna 
Grigg dominating with their outside hitting and all the girls working hard in defence to keep 
the pressure on the Ladies from Torexe. The 25-17 win was followed by a 25-20 win, with 
Torexe starting to play better but the Girls staying confident and Lois brought in her middle 
attackers, Amber Davies and Tess Power, whose alert play at the net cut out Torexe's 
attacking options. Amber produced the block of the day, completely shutting out Torexe's 
strongest attacker. 

A loss of concentration in the third set gave Torexe the edge and despite Wessex's strong 
passing unit of Holly, Jesse Marais and libero Georgie Cooper, the Girls could not get the 
vital points that would have given them a deserved 3-0 victory. The tables turned completely 
after the 22-25 loss in the 3rd set and now Torexe were full of confidence and were covering 
the court much more effectively in the 4th set. A run of strong serves, including a number of 
aces, lead to an easy win for the opposition. Wessex's turn to be shell-shocked. However, 
towards the end of the set, Wessex were starting to show more determination not to be 
outplayed by the more experienced Ladies' team. A couple of rallying words from Holly and 
Lois' consistently strong but calm leadership would make sure the team carried that attitude 
into the 5th set. 

However it was proving very tough against a team who really believed they would steal the 
match by winning the last 3 sets after their slow start. At 5-10 down it looked like Wessex 
would not be able to reach the magic 15 points mark first but when they won back the serve 
to take the score to 6-10, their destiny was in Wenna's hands. She went back to serve line, 
measured up her opponents and went on a serving spree to give Wessex a commanding 13-
10 lead. 2 more points for Wessex and the result would be a repeat of the last time the 2 
teams met earlier in the season. Then Torexe won back the serve but it looked like the Girls 
had been inspired by Wenna's focus and ice-cool determination. Georgie, who had been 
getting better and better throughout the match, put in 2 excellent passes. Lois set the second 
one to Amber for an unstoppable middle attack. 14-12 to Wessex. Match point. Amber to 
serve. Straight down the side line ... Ace! 15-12. Game over! Wessex U16 Girls beat Torexe 
Ladies 3-2. 

The win meant the girls had won the last six matches of the season and secure a very 
respectable sixth place in the 12 team South West League. 

Well played girls, especially Holly who was voted Wessex's Most Valuable Player by our 
opponents. 



Wessex U16 Girls: Lois Chitticks (Capt.); Georgie Cooper; Amber Davies; Wenna Grigg; 
Jesse Marais; Holly Merrifield; Tess Power; Lizzie Wyatt 

On 23 March, I had the great pleasure of coaching the Wessex U16 Girls in what was 
possibly their last competitive match as a squad together. Originally due to play 2 matches, 
they ended up only playing Torexe Ladies as Cardiff could not raise a team to travel down to 
Bournemouth. 

Wessex served first and got straight into the game. 4 straight points off Lois Chitticks' 
serving gave the Girls a commanding lead. They then won the serve straight back and Holly 
Merrifield followed in Lois' footsteps with another run of unreturned serves. By that time, as 
long as Wessex kept their heads and retained control of the set, they would take the first set. 
They did just that, with Lizzie Wyatt continuing the winning serves and Holly and Wenna 
Grigg dominating with their outside hitting and all the girls working hard in defence to keep 
the pressure on the Ladies from Torexe. The 25-17 win was followed by a 25-20 win, with 
Torexe starting to play better but the Girls staying confident and Lois brought in her middle 
attackers, Amber Davies and Tess Power, whose alert play at the net cut out Torexe's 
attacking options. Amber produced the block of the day, completely shutting out Torexe's 
strongest attacker. 

A loss of concentration in the third set gave Torexe the edge and despite Wessex's strong 
passing unit of Holly, Jesse Marais and libero Georgie Cooper, the Girls could not get the 
vital points that would have given them a deserved 3-0 victory. The tables turned completely 
after the 22-25 loss in the 3rd set and now Torexe were full of confidence and were covering 
the court much more effectively in the 4th set. A run of strong serves, including a number of 
aces, lead to an easy win for the opposition. Wessex's turn to be shell-shocked. However, 
towards the end of the set, Wessex were starting to show more determination not to be 
outplayed by the more experienced Ladies' team. A couple of rallying words from Holly and 
Lois' consistently strong but calm leadership would make sure the team carried that attitude 
into the 5th set. 

However it was proving very tough against a team who really believed they would steal the 
match by winning the last 3 sets after their slow start. At 5-10 down it looked like Wessex 
would not be able to reach the magic 15 points mark first but when they won back the serve 
to take the score to 6-10, their destiny was in Wenna's hands. She went back to serve line, 
measured up her opponents and went on a serving spree to give Wessex a commanding 13-
10 lead. 2 more points for Wessex and the result would be a repeat of the last time the 2 
teams met earlier in the season. Then Torexe won back the serve but it looked like the Girls 
had been inspired by Wenna's focus and ice-cool determination. Georgie, who had been 
getting better and better throughout the match, put in 2 excellent passes. Lois set the second 
one to Amber for an unstoppable middle attack. 14-12 to Wessex. Match point. Amber to 
serve. Straight down the side line ... Ace! 15-12. Game over! Wessex U16 Girls beat Torexe 
Ladies 3-2. 

Well played girls, especially Holly who was voted Wessex's Most Valuable Player by our 
opponents. 

Wessex U16 Girls: Lois Chitticks (Capt.); Georgie Cooper; Amber Davies; Wenna Grigg; 
Jesse Marais; Holly Merrifield; Tess Power; Lizzie Wyatt 

 

 Wessex BU 2 March Report 

Wessex BU Vs New Forest 

This game saw high flying Wessex face lowly New Forest, knowing that the away team 
would be scrapping for every point the team weren’t taking this game lightly. New Forest 
showed their credentials to stay in the division through their powerful and athletic middle 
hitters but was regularly let down by their passing unit due to the consistent and strong 



serving from the home side. Wessex had Carl Butcher back in the setting role with wing 
hitters Matt Hunter and Bobby Hudson with former Forest boy Sam James on the opposite 
and Joseph Menson and Fynn Ehlers in the middle. The win never looked in doubt and 
comfortably took the game 3-0. 

Wessex BU Vs Bristol 

2After the 5 set thriller in Bristol in early January, coach Carl Butcher had this encounter 
penned as a potentially tricky game due to the threat of a number Bristol’s attacking options. 
After a number of weeks of tough training and tactical drills to null the treat of Bristol, the 
squads hard work paid off and obliterated the 3rd place team in the first 2 sets to 12 and 11 
respectably. In the 3rd set with nothing to lose, Bristol threw everything at Wessex but the 
home team held strong and pulled away at the death, closing the game 3-0 with a 3rd set 
score of 25-22. This was already Wessex’s 8th 3-0 victory and looking good going into their 
top of the table clash the following day with 2nd placed Horndean. 

  

Horndean Vs Wessex BU 

After their loss in the 1st game of the season the squad was looking for revenge and to put 
the title to bed. After research into the away team this game was never going to be an easy 
occurrence, with Horndean beating notable Division 1 teams Tendring and Danes Watford 3-
0 on the way to the Shield semi-final. Both teams started out of the blocks quickly with strong 
serving, side out and blocking. Horndean took the initiative to the first technical time out but 
Wessex found their feet with Matt Hunter and Bobby Hudson attacking through the wing. 
Wessex pushed hard at the end of the set and converted a set point to take the first set 26-
24. 

The other sets all followed suit, strong middle play from Horndean and strong wing play from 
Wessex. Errors crept into the away side’s game at the end of the 2nd set allowing Horndean 
to take the 2nd set 25-22. In the 3rd and 4th set Horndean found their rhythm and looked 
more comfortable in the middle sections of the set. Wessex always hung in there until the 
death but didn’t quite have enough on the day to take the big hitting team from Portsmouth. 
This was by far the best quality match of the season and showed the level of play that this 
young Wessex team are capable of. To secure the league wins in all of the remaining games 
was now vital. 

  

Wessex BU Vs Richmond 

With a change of venue and early start time, Wessex was up against a Richmond team on 
the up again after a number of good results in previous weeks. The side started off slowly 
and couldn’t find their rhythm, with mistakes in service, reception and attack; this was not a 
normal trade mark of the squad hoping for promotion. Will van Wingerden came up with an 
ace at 23-23 and Bobby Hudson fired a line attack at 24-23 to take the set. The second set 
was much more settled and the squad started to play how they had all season. Adam Tomat 
and Will van Wingerden were having good games through the middle putting their defence 
under pressure. Joel Roberts and Issa Batrane came into the fold for Sam James and Bobby 
Hudson and showed the squads strength in depth, taking the final 2 sets 25-17, 25-20. After 
the game news broke of a shock loss for Horndean at Solent, meaning the title and 
promotion was now almost guaranteed for the squad. This game also saw Matt Hunter and 
Nick Morris play their last part for the 2nd team and the squad would like to thank them both 
for their contributions over the season, in both training and matches. The final league 
matches of the season see Wessex travel to Cardiff on Saturday 12th April and the final 
home game of the season on Sunday 13th April against Essex. 

 

  



Wessex Leaf u15 boys have progressed to the Last 6’s of the National Cup after a day 
of competition in Reading on Sunday. 

  

It wasn’t all plain sailing though as consistency was a problem, which proved difficult in view 
of the strength of the other teams. First opponents were Richmond and both teams scored 
point for point until the superior defensive play of Richmond saw them take a lead. An 
inspired comeback saw Wessex level near the end of the set, only for a poor refereeing 
decision to go against them. Richmond kept the advantage to win the set 25-24. In the 
second set Wessex couldn’t maintain their performance levels so lost 2-0. 

Wessex Leaf had to win their next match against the Brazilian boys of Cherwell. Fantastic 
serving from Austin Pearce and Ed Van Wingerden gave Wessex a dream start. Dan 
Harwood was starting to get into the match on the right while Callum Wilson added some 
much needed fight and safe hitting. The set was won with ease. With Niko Gleed passing 
superbly and Niral Kerai and Alex Beveridge serving strongly the second set was going 
Wessex’s way. Jordan West then got several stuff blocks on the dangerous Cherwell left 
hander as the second set was won. 2-0 

Next up were Chadwell Heath. Again, a fantastic start from Wessex saw them lead. Serving 
was the strong point but intelligent tips from Van Wingerden and Wilson won vital points. 
Harwood and West were hitting well as Pearce served out the set. Poor defensive work at 
the start of the 2nd set saw Wessex fall behind and they failed to stop the power hitting of 
Chadwell. Again Wessex fought back but another strange referee decision saw them lose a 
point they thought they had won. Set to Chadwell 26-24. Into the decider and a great block 
from Tom Sear gave Wessex a lift. Jack Williams and Iraj Safaee brought some fresh energy 
to the team but tiredness had caught up with the boys and they lost 2-1. 

Now qualification for the Finals was all down to the last match against Dartford. By now the 
Wessex Leaf boys had played 7 sets of volleyball with virtually no break and it showed in the 
performance. In the end the skill of the Wessex team saw them through the first set and into 
a lead in the second. Owen McNeil made a good dig recovery in the second set to see 
Wessex Leaf through. 

The Finals are in Kettering on the 10th May and the team will be training hard to make 
improvements. 

Squad – Callum Wilson, Ed Van Wingerden, Austin Pearce, Dan Harwood, Niko Gleed, 
Jordan West, Niral Kerai, Alex Beveridge, Tom Sear, Owen McNeil, Iraj Safaee, Jack 
Williams, Ciaran Sheekey 

 

Maximum Points from Wessex BIG Weekend 

Picture thanks to Steve Smith 

 Wessex Rocare .v.s. Team South Wales 

With Wessex Rocare needing a win to secure third place in the regular season and an easier 
play-off route, while South Wales needing a win to get into the play-offs, this was always 
going to be a tough match. 

To begin the match both teams came out strong. The first set was extremely even with some 
good volleyball, especially block defence from both teams and it was very much point for 
point throughout the first set. Wessex managed to finish the set strongly taking it 25-22. 

The second set was much of the same being a battle between both teams, it was very 
evenly matched, however some strong plays and aggressive hitting from South Wales meant 
the took the second set 25-20. There were some long rallies and it was clear TSW were 



playing a higher standard of volleyball compared to when Wessex played them at the 
beginning of the season. 

The third set Wessex showed great courage as they needed to win 2 sets in order to finish 
3rd in the National League. They were behind and playing very tentatively for most of the set 
and seemed to be tightening under the pressure and then they relaxed and played much 
more aggressive with some great serving by Lizzie Smith to close out the set 25-22. 

The final set the Wessex girls were played well and really hammered down on TSW who had 
lost their confidence, which meant they were able to close it out easily with a convincing 
score of 25-14. TSW were playing well and had clearly improved which is great to see, and 
Wessex finished 3rd in the Super 8, meaning that they play Salford at home in the play offs 
on the 22nd March. See you there! 

  

Wessex LeAF BU .v.s. Coventry & Warwick Riga 

Report coming soon! 

  

Wessex BU .v.s. New Forest 

Report coming soon! 

 

  

Picture thanks to Volleyball England. 

  

Wessex LeAF U18 Men Report 

Sunday 2nd March 2014 - Under 18 Grand Prix: 

  

U18 Grand Prix Pool Match: LeAF Wessex .v.s. Black Country 

In our last pool match versus Black Country we dispatched our opponents in a mere 3 sets!!! 
After an unconvincing start we came out on top in the first set with Joel Roberts showing off 
his attacking superiority. However, the LeAF Wessex team recuperated and comfortably won 
the second set. Tactical serving in the 3rd set by Sam Allen helped the team finish off the 
match and put the squad into the semi-final for their chance on grabbing a final spot. 

  

U18 Grand Prix Semi-Finals: LeAF Wessex .v.s. Chadwell Heath 

Will VW initiated our semi-final prospects with a 7 point serving streak. The LeAF Wessex 
team built upon this fantastic start and took the first set. After accumulating a lead at the start 
of second set the LeAF Wessex team couldn’t capitalise and ended up narrowly losing the 
second set. It took a slow performance in the third set to regroup and re-gather the team, 
and after losing this set the team came out strong and comfortably took the 4th and 5th set. 

This means they qualify for the Under 18s Grand Prix Final where they will face Nottingham 
Rockets! 

  

Wessex LeAF U18 Women Report 

Sunday 2nd March was an overall truly phenomenal day for the Wessex LeAF U18 Women 
in their Semi Final matches, hoping to get a place in the Grand Prix Cup Final. Wessex 



travelled to the Volleyball England Conference Centre in Kettering to play against Newcastle 
Staffs and Black Country. 

Wessex LeAF 3-0 Newcastle Staffs 

The team was fired up and ready to play for their chance to gain a place in Grand Prix finals. 
The starting line-up was Megan Davies, Paige Fullerton, Grace Lazard and Maria 
Georgopoulou, Hannah Symonds, Rachel McNeil and Emma Hebbes as libero. Within the 
first few points we were in the lead with great serving from Davies, although the team was 
leading the match started off fairly slow as both teams traded errors. At the first technical 
time out Wessex were leading 8-4. The next section of play was led by great attacks from 
Lazard and Fullerton. By the second technical time Wessex were leading 16-11. As both 
teams had shaken off their nerves, the quality of play increased from both sides. Great 
passing and scrambling defence ended in Wessex winning the set 25-17. 

The second set started in the same way as the first with errors creeping in from both teams. 
even though play was scrappy Wessex managed to lead the first technical time out 8-4. As 
mistakes still crept into the set Wessex coach, Maike Elzinga, substituted Georgopoulou for 
Gunter. After a service run from Gunter and Fullerton it meant Wessex won the set 25-18. 

The third set started as the second finished, with play more consistent and tougher Wessex 
ran into a 8-1 lead at the first time out by breaking up the Staffs passing unit with the 
aggressive serving of Davies. After losing a run of 3 points a time out for Wessex was called 
where Milly Smith gave brilliant tactical advice to the hitters of where the gaps were in 
Newcastle’s defence. This meant Wessex stretched their lead even further and won the set 
25-9 for a convincing win over opponents Newcastle Staffs. 

This win meant Wessex LeAF topped their pool and would now play second place in the 
opposing pool for a place in the Grand Prix Finals later that day. 

 

Wessex LeAF 3-1 Black Country 

Wessex started with Megan Davies, Hannah Symonds, Paige Fullerton, Beth Gunter, Rachel 
McNeil, Grace Lazard and the Libero Emma Hebbes. The first set started strong with good 
setting from Davies and consistent attacks from the three outside hitters, Gunter, Symonds 
and Fullerton, leading 8-2 going into the first technical timeout. Picking the pace back up 
showed countless strategic attacks from Gunter, which took the score up to 16-10 at the 
second technical timeout to Wessex. Wessex continued to fight for the set, with the passing 
unit giving constant perfect passes, leading to Wessex taking the set at 25-19. 

Wessex leading by 1-0 with the same starting six were determined to win another set, 
beginning with a service run from Symonds, leading to the first technical timeout with the 
score 8-6 to Wessex. Powerful middle spikes from McNeill put pressure on Black Country, 
taking Wessex in the lead at 16-15 on the second technical timeout. Wessex began to make 
a few mistakes, but still fought strong, with Fullerton delivering powerful attacks through 
position 2. However, Black Country managed to get their defence back and Wessex 
narrowly lost the set at 21-25. 

Wessex didn’t let the set loss lead them astray. To change tactics slightly, Davies was 
subbed for Jessica Lane and Gunter was subbed for Maria Georgopoulou, with the others 
players staying the same. Wessex started off well, with perfect passes from Libero Hebbes, 
leading into the first technical timeout with the score 8-5 to Wessex. With a service run from 
Georgopoulou put pressure on the opposing team, pushing them into the second technical 
time out at 16-13. With nice pickups and sets from Lane and incredible pipe attacks from 
Lazard, Wessex followed through to the end winning the set at 25-19. 

Clear minded and ready to finish off the match, Wessex pushed through with massive kills 
and blocks from Lazard, which took the score up to 8-4 going into the first technical timeout. 



Lazard continued to perform with a service run, leading 16-9 at the second technical timeout. 
Seeing the win within their sights, Wessex pushed harder than they ever have before and 
with one final massive attack from Symonds through middle, Wessex took the final set at 25-
16. 

This gives the Wessex LeAF woman a place in the Finals against Tameside, along with the 
Wessex LeAF boys also, who won 3-2 against Chadwell Heath Academy. This wouldn’t 
have been made possible without the support from the subs Jessica Dibden, Charlie 
Chester, Yasmin Kaashoek, Milly Smith and Tom Smale, the assistant coach. 

 
 

Wessex LeAF BU 3 - 0 London Malory 
 
Wessex were coming into this match off the back of a defeat against league leaders 
Northumbria, and in this knockout match, could no afford to slip up. 
 
The first point could have knocked the confidence of the southern side, with a huge block 
from Malorys Jermaine Miles. However it inspired the wessex front line, getting 4 blocks in 
the next 6 points to lead 6-1. This set the tone for the first set, with Wessex displaying 
excellent attacking and serving prowess supported by the passing unit of Ivanov, Hunter and 
Stout. Malory were knocked, and couldn't raise their game, allowing Wessex to run out 25-
11 winners. 
 
Malory were bound to raise their game with a place in the cup final at stake. However they 
couldn't keep up with the south coast side, with excellent distribution from Pipes, and supurb 
hitting from Smith and Hunter. Wessex were leading throught the set and gained a 23-17 
lead. However, Malory had not given up on the set and great blocking got them back into the 
set. Wessex had to raise their level and kill the momentum of the London side or face a 
tough battle for the match. A great attack by Smith and some great defence play by Flay and 
Hunter helped the side to win the set 25-23. 
 
Wessex, at 2-0 up, had all the momentum and we playing confident and relaxed volleyball. 
Matt Hunter was playing well through opposite, and helped the team gain an early lead, 
which they kept until the end of the set, running out 25-18 winners. 
 
Wessex had booked themselves a rematch with old rivals Northumbria, who they beat in the 
final last year. This will be a match not to be missed! 
 
U16 Boys earn space in National Cup Final!  
 
What a difference a year makes. After the disappointment of failing to reach the Last 6 of the 
National Cup at under 15 level in 2013 the Wessex boys have experienced the elation of 
reaching the National Cup Under 16 Final this season. 
 
The boys have trained hard all year and have prepared well by playing in adult leagues 
which has obviously aided their progress. All this paid off with a near perfect performance in 
the semi final against favourites Boswells from Essex. A display of skill, courage, focus and 
determination from all players saw the Wessex Leaf team win 25-19 and 25-14. 
 
The day that started off extremely well with a first set win against the unpredictable but 
talented Ernest Bevin, London, team took a turn for the worse after the first set. The starting 
six of Jones, Allen, Van Wingerden, Wyatt, Harwood and Stephenson quickly took control of 
the match. Mohit Kerai, as libero, passed well as Harry Jones and Ed Van Wingerden 
combined with Tom Allen to score points. The Wessex boys stormed to a 25-7 first set win. 
All looked good but a combination of missed serves, basic errors and a lack of determination 



in attack at the start of the second set saw Bevin get the momentum. Wessex Leaf couldn’t 
pull it back and slumped to a 2-1 defeat. 
 
The local boys had it all to do as only wins against Black Country and Middlesborough would 
see them into the semi. Wessex did lift their game against the latter with Tom Sear getting in 
some vital early blocks. Dan Harwood showed his anticipation and speed backcourt while 
Austin Pearce, Jack Williams and Alex Beveridge all contributed in the 25-18 win. The 
second set saw a fightback from Middlesborough but Wessex kept control to win 25-23. 
 
It was down to the Wessex Leaf v Black Country match to decide which of them would get to 
the semi final. The Midlands side had several big hitters but Wessex were now starting to 
show great form. McKenzie came on to hit on the left and with the Wessex boys making few 
mistakes the pressure was on Black Country. In a fine team display but with Sam Wyatt 
especially dominate, Wessex won 25-15 and then a closer second set 25-22. 
 
Into the semi final against Cup favourites and last season’s u15 champions, Boswells. Every 
time Boswells won a point Wessex did the same. It was all very tight and tense. Power hitter 
Ryan Poole was hammering smashes but the Wessex boys showed courage in standing up 
to it. Boswells couldn’t get their expected lead and the pressure started to tell on them. 
McKenzie reached a tipped ball at full reach and it fell over the net for another Wessex point. 
Now Wessex were in the lead. Van Wingerden was defending superbly at the back which 
allowed Allen to set up Jones, Wyatt and Harwood for point winning smashes. Now it was a 
2 point lead and Wessex had all the momentum. The whole team were now passing and 
serving well and they refused to succumb to the Boswells attacking power. The set was won 
25-19. 
 
All the supporters were holding their breath. Could Wessex Leaf hold their nerve and 
maintain this high level of performance in the second set ? Yes they could. The boys 
continued to show great mental strength and fantastic team work. Stuff blocks from Allen 
and McKenzie set the trend but it was Harwood’s brilliant chase off court for what seemed a 
lost cause that finally seemed to demoralise Boswells. Van Wingerden hit a winner through 
the middle as Wessex built a big lead. Now fully in control and showing great individual skills 
as well as working superbly as a team Wessex won 25-14. 
 
Joy for the team and all the supporters. A tough Final to come against Ernest Bevin but the 
Wessex Leaf boys are thrilled to have reached the Final. 
 
Squad – Harry Jones, Tom Allen, Ed Van Wingerden, Sam Wyatt, Dan Harwood, Ben 
McKenzie, Louis Stephenson, Mohit Kerai, Tom Sear, Austin Pearce, Jack Williams, Alex 
Beveridge. 
 
  
Wessex took eight junior boys with an average age of 15 to their two Hampshire League 
matches at the weekend. Also, in the squad to help with the younger players were Tom 
MacArthur (20) and former GB player Wayne Tinsley-Veale. 
 
The first match was against Southampton University and it was a slow start from Wessex. A 
couple of good passes from Ed Van Wingerden and attacks from Josh Arnold kept Wessex 
in the game but it was the introduction of Tinsley – Veale that finally gave them some 
urgency. 
 
Having stepped up a gear the game started to become easier and Tom Allen and Lyle 
Anderton combined brilliantly through the middle. Outside hits from Dan Harwood and Tom 
MacArthur helped to secure the win 25-22. The same six were kept on in the second set and 
they played intelligently to secure a lead. However Southampton were a tall team and 



Wessex started to find it difficult to find a way past the block. Allen and Van Wingerden did 
manage it with some intelligent plays and despite some poor passing in the latter stages 
Wessex took a comfortable lead. Louis Stephenson came on to make his debut as the set 
was won 25-19. MVP- Dan Harwood. 
 
The second match was against Chichester who turned out to be lively and vocal. This suited 
Wessex whose spirited response were led by Lyle Anderton and debutant Jordan West. In 
fact West excelled in the match as his confidence grew. Mo Kerai kept the passes coming 
into Allen and with Sam Wyatt starting to have an impact on the game a lead was 
established in the early stages. A couple of missed serves stopped the momentum but 
Tinsley-Veale helped to gain control and the set was won 25-21. 
 
Chichester weren’t a team who gave up though and a few hitting errors from Wessex saw a 
close start to the set. Tinsley-Veale came on for Anderton and his passing and speed in the 
middle proved instrumental in gaining a good point advantage. Van Wingerden was 
impressing and after Arnold served three points, Wyatt and Harwood came on to see 
Wessex through to a 25-18 win. MVP- Tom Allen 
 
Squad – Wayne Tinsley – Veale, Lyle Anderton, Tom Allen, Tom MacArthur, Ed Van 
Wingerden, Jordan West, Dan Harwood, Sam Wyatt, Mohit Kerai, Louis Stephenson 
 

Wessex Rocare .v.s. Team Northumbria 
 
After a 400 mile trip up to Newcastle, Wessex were ready to take on the unbeaten Team 
Northumbria. Without 3 key starting six players, the team had a tough game ahead of them. 
The Wessex side started very confidently with some positive and agressive play at the net, 
and some great covering of the block. However, the strength of the Northumbria serve was 
causing problems for the Wessex passing unit. After many serving runs, Northumbria took 
the first set 25-12. 
 
In the second set, Wessex carried on with their strong attacking play and high risk strategies. 
This paid off and Wessex grew in confidence. Annie Tinker was distributing the attack with 
ease and Vicky Palmer served many aces to keep the team ahead throughout set 2. Jess 
Grimson, Lizzie Smith and Gemma Beddows produced consistant strong attacks and some 
great defence. Team Northumbria looked defeated and could not counter attack, Wessex 
went on the win the set 25-22. 
 
In the third and fourth sets, Team Northumbria stepped up their game and started to win 
points with their attacks, especially from the opposite position. The Wessex defence started 
to waiver and found it difficult to side out on the Northumbria serve. Northumbria went on to 
win the last two sets, 25-16 and the game 3-1. 
 
Although this was a victory for Northumbria, Wessex played with positivity and agression 
and won a set from the only unbeaten side in the league, which was not expected as the 
team was missing key players. . 
 
On Sunday 23rd February Wessex Rocare played their second game of the weekend away 
to Salford. After a hard fought game the previous day, despite the loss to top of the league 
and unbeaten Northumbria, Wessex Rocare were confident going into the fixture. 
 

Wessex LeAF BU .v.s. Team Northumbria 
 
Team Northumbria 3-0 Wessex 
 



Wessex travelled to their away game in Newcastle hopeful of a good performance against 
the team leading the championship. 
 
The first set started well, with both teams finding their rhythm early on. Strong, powerful 
hitting by both teams meant the points were short but impressive. Wessex managed to gain 
a lead of 19-16 in the first and get off to a prefect start by winning the first set. However, the 
home team upped their game and won the first set 25-22. 
 
Wessex were knocked and had lost their momentum from the first set. This showed as they 
were dominated from the service line by the northern outfit. This set was no competition, and 
was won 25-13 by Northumbria. 
 
Wessex had to lift themselves. This match was unimportant in the final league standings, but 
they needed to show that they were capable of matching a team they are likely to play in the 
league and cup final. 
 
Wessex came out a different side. They were more relaxed and not playing with the tensions 
of the first two sets. Good passing from stout and middle play from Smith kept the scores 
tight. At 24-22 down, Chevau came on and helped serve the team to 24-24. Wessex 
managed to hold on, until Northumbria took the set 28-26. 
 
Wessex were unhappy with the performance, but had not given anything away to the 
opposition. With a few more good performances, their league and cup final playoffs should 
be classics. 
 

Wessex Rocare .v.s. City of Salford 
 
The first set started well with the first point being won by a perfect short reverse set from 
Annabelle Tinker to Danielle Simpson, and at the first technical time out Wessex Rocare 
were 8-7 up. After an evenly matched start, Lizzie Smith served 12 in a row to give Wessex 
Rocare a 20-7 lead. Wessex Rocare won the first set 25-14. 
 
The momentum carried on into the second set with Annabelle Tinker serving to 9-0 up. 
Wessex Rocare were not going to give this lead away and continued trading points, with 
some great back court defence from Jessica Grimson and tipping from Gemma Beddows. 
Wessex Rocare won the set 25-17. 
 
Very much like the first two sets Wessex Rocare took control with sound passing from 
Emma Crane and a strong run of serving from Victoria Palmer saw Wessex Rocare win the 
set 25-15 and the game 3-0. A clinical performance from Wessex Rocare after a long 
weekend of travelling and matches. This win hopefully seals third place in the league and will 
be confirmed in the last game of the season if Wessex Rocare beat Team South Wales. 
 
A well deserved MVP went to Annabelle Tinker with great distribution and strong runs of 
serving. 
 
  
 

Wessex Rocare 3-1 Malory Eagles 
 
The match of Wessex Rocare ladies v Malory got off to a close start with both teams trading 
points and they were very evenly matched. There was some illness in the Wessex team 
which caused some issues regarding player’s positions but they managed to be flexible 
throughout the game and do what they needed to do. The first set was won by Wessex 



Rocare 25-23 where they managed to finish off the set even though Malory were closing in 
on them. Wessex Rocare managed to win the second set also despite trailing for most of it, 
they kept within touching distance of Malory and then had two net band ace serves from 
Gemma Beddows which gave Wessex the second set 26-24.  
 
The Wessex girls passing unit was solid throughout which let Annie Tinker set the middles 
and this was effective against Malory who were less than their usual selves in the middle 
position. The third set went Malory’s way due to some experienced setting from their new 
French setter and some tactical second touches but Wessex Rocare came out firing in the 
fourth and final set with some strong serving and went 16-8 up at the second technical time 
out and finished it off 25-12. This is the first time Wessex Rocare have beaten Malory for 3 
years and therefore it was huge success for the girls. 
 

Wessex LeAF BU 3-2 Malory Eagles 
 
Saturday 15th February saw Wessex LeAF BU squad return to Super 8 league action 
hosting London Malory after some of the squad had become National Student Cup 
Champions with Bournemouth University the weekend before. It was not without cost as 
captain Dan Hunter was sidelined after dislocating a finger whilst Chevau, Pitman, Flay and 
Mandilaris were all unavailable. A revised line up saw Phil Smith swap to the outside hitter 
role, Oli Kimber return to the middle and Miguel Espinoza come in for his first match back 
after a spell in Venezuela. 
 
The first set started well for the home side. Strong serving from Ben Pipes and blocking from 
Stomienov helped the team build an early lead. 8-5 at the first technical time out. This was 
stretched to 16–11 at the second before some strong serving from Ivanov helped take the 
first set 25-19. 
 
In a reverse of fortune Wessex found themselves 4–8, then 13–16 down in the second set 
with service errors and strong play from Malory costing valuable points before the second 
set went to the visitors 18-25 Wessex changed the line up for the 3rd set with Kimber 
returning to the opposite position, which gave 16-year-old Nathan Fullerton a place in the 
middle but it was his strong serving which gave Wessex 6 consecutive points to lead 8-2. 
Strong play throughout prevented Malory getting any rhythm or consecutive points enabling 
Wessex to take the set 25-17 and lead 2–1. 
 
This momentum was taken into the fourth set and Wessex held an 8–3 lead. But just as they 
had been effective in the third set, they were unable to respond to a determined effort from 
Malory and the hosts found themselves on the wrong side of a 13–16 score. Some words of 
wisdom from coach Vangelis saw Wessex recover a take the lead 24-23 but a good side out 
from Malory levelled the scoring 24-24. Good serving put Wessex under pressure and 
another 3-man block appeared at the net to shut down the Wessex attacker. The huge home 
crowd were becoming anxious and 24-25 down and set point for Malory the home side 
needed a big side out. Another great defence play gave them a swing for the set which they 
took full advantage of it. Wessex lost the fourth set 24-26 and for the first time this season 
they were heading into a tie break set. 
 
A race to 15 points. Both teams traded points early on. Fullerton continued his strong serving 
putting Malory on the back foot and giving Wessex an early lead. Despite this a few errors 
and strong blocking from Malory kept them in it and the teams changed ends with Wessex 
leading 8-7. A couple of mistakes from Malory gave Wessex a couple of points lead. Strong 
serving and blocking from the Wessex side pilled on the pressure. At 13-11Carl Butcher was 
brought back into the action and his tough float serve put Malory on the back foot, a good 
Wessex defence and transition play gave them the match point, which they converted 
immediately taking the final set 15-11 and the match 3-2. 



 
Wessex LeAF BU 3-2 (25-19, 18-25, 25-17, 24-26, 15-11) 
 
MVP – Ben Pipes 
 
Despite the win, the team were disappointed to have dropped a point and underperformed. 
Captain Hunter said "It was a tough and frustrating game. We compounded errors and gave 
Malory the opportunity in a few of the sets. It was disappointing not to covert the fourth set 
after building a 5 point lead early on. However, we did trial a few changes and will learn from 
this to take back into training this week ahead of our trip to league leaders Northumbria away 
and the National Cup Semi Final against Malory here in two weeks time”. 
 
Wessex fly to Newcastle to take on Team Northumbria next weekend, before returning for a 
home match on 1st March 2014 in National Cup Semi Final as they fight to retain the 
National Cup title. 
 

Wessex BU 2 3-0 Guilford International 
 
With Wessex and Guildford at both extremes of the table, this game was etched in by coach 
and captain Carl Butcher as a must win 3-0 game to keep the push for promotion moving in 
the right direction. With a number of injuries and absences, the juniors that have been 
training with the squad over the year were called upon, bringing the average age of the 
squad to a very young 18. 
 
The first set started with Carl Butcher setting, Sam James opposite, Matt Hunter and Will 
van Wingerden outside, Fynn Ehlers and Joseph Menson middle with Gervaise Bynoe 
coming in as libero. From the off it was clear to see that Wessex were there to win the game, 
with Fynn battering the first couple of attacks through the opposition block and putting the 
home team on the score board. Good service reception from the squad meant Carl had all of 
his options available, in particular Matt finding and using the hands of the block to score 
numerous points. Strong serving kept the ball away from Guildford’s dangerous middle hitter, 
allowing Wessex to push hard after both technical time outs to take the first set 25-17. 
 
The second set started much the same as the first, with Wessex taking a huge lead. Joseph 
Menson was having a successful time in the middle, finding gaps in the block and scoring 
points for fun from the service line. Will van Wingerden was having success on the wing, 
showing why he will be a player to look out for in the future. Gervaise was playing an 
instrumental part in the Wessex passing unit, allowing Carl Butcher to hold the opposition 
middle blocker in favour of the Wessex attackers. At the end of the set Sam Allen and Issa 
Batrane made their way onto court for the first time and helped the home team to a 
comfortable 25-11 win. 
 
In the third set Sam and Issa continued on court for Carl and Will and did not lower the 
quality of play with Sam distributing the ball well, especially to Sam James on the opposite. 
Issa also had a good game, finding the line shot well. Team dad Rob Duckmanton made an 
appearance for Matt Hunter and commanded the back court well. With the set and game 
nearing an end, Carl and Will came back into the fold to keep 3 front court attackers. Sam 
Allen returned to the fold to set up Carl for a kill and an error from Guildford meant Wessex 
won the third set 25-21. 
 
With Horndean also winning away to Cardiff this keeps the push for promotion a 2 horse 
race with both teams meeting on the 9th March in Portsmouth, a game which could decide 
the league for Wessex or mean a nervy end to the season. 
 
MVP – Will van Wingerden 



 
  
 

National Cup Quarter Final: Wessex Rocare vs Polonia 
 
Saturday 1st Feb. 
 
Wessex travelled to Ealing on Saturday to face noisy rivals Polonia in the Quarter finals of 
the National cup. After a 3-1 loss the previous Weekend Wessex were looking to redeem 
themselves with this match. A hot sports hall, loud supporters and an unusual start time of 
5pm saw the girls struggle to get started; unforced errors put Wessex behind in both 
technical timeouts. A good fight towards the end but the first set went to Polonia 25-17. 
Wessex had a slight shift in momentum and fought hard, good distribution from Tinker 
allowed Smith and Palmer to keep the defence guessing with varied attacks. A close set but 
Polonia came out on top again with a 25-22 result. 
 
A complete shift in momentum saw Wessex take complete control of set 3. Drums and air 
horns in full force, unfazed Grimson went back to serve, backed up with her team’s defence, 
Wessex went on a run and took a 5 point lead. This gave Wessex a huge confidence boost 
and allowed them to showcase the level of volleyball they are capable of beating Polonia to 
14. Polonia continued to struggle in the 4th with this display, Wessex led throughout the set, 
some big defences from Arnold and converted by Smith in the middle. However Polonia 
found strength and fought back to 20-20, with the ball at their service line they forced 3 
errors from Wessex. A last minute scrap from Wessex saw them take a point but by this 
point it was too late and Polonia took the set 25-21. 
 
A disappointing loss for Wessex Rocare as they have showed they are more than capable 
performing at a higher level but not with consistency. Wessex can now shift their focus back 
to the league. 
 

Wessex Rocare 1 - 3 Polonia IMKA London 17-25, 22-25, 25-14, 21-25. 
 
  
 

Wessex LeAF U18 Women 0-3 City of Bristol – (25-21, 25-22, 25-21) 
 
Once we had arrived at the venue we had to get ourselves prepared to take on our first 
opponent, City of Bristol. The starting 6 included Beth Gunter, and Rachel McNeil going 
through 4, Paige Fullerton as opposite, Megan Davies Setting, and finally, Hannah Symonds 
and Milly Smith through middle, with Maria Georgopoulou as libero. The first set started off 
quite slow as the team failed to perform up to expectations. With various unforced errors it 
lead to the first set running away from the team and therefore losing the first set 25-21. 
 
In the second set there was a slight change in the team in attempt to change the momentum 
of the game. The team had a faster start but still got beaten to the first technical time out 8-5. 
With the help of strong attacks from Chester and Smith the team started to fight back. 
Towards the end of the set everyone on court upped their game and fought hard, this was 
short lived as the second set slipped out of reach at 25-22. 
 
For our last set the team were determined to change the game. This set started better than 
the previous with a lot of strong hitting from Chester, Gunter and Fullerton. Near to the end 
of the set Davies lead a service run to bring the score back up to 16-18 down. Our greatest 
efforts at the end of the set did not prove as successful as hoped as the set and match was 
lost 25-21, and a 3-0 win for City of Bristol. 



 
  
 

Wessex LeAF U18 Women 3-0 Solent - (25-8, 25-19, 25-19) 
 
For the second match of the day Wessex LeAF started with Gunter, McNeil, Davies, Smith, 
Symonds, Fullerton, and libero Emma Crane. The first set started fast for Wessex LeAF with 
tactical serving from setter Davies, maintaining this speed LeAF reached the technical time 
out in the lead 8-4. After the time out Solent started to fight back with tactical play to the 
corners of the court winning back a couple of points. But Captain Beth Gunter regrouped the 
team and LeAF started to fight back with powerful spikes from 2, 4 and middle. With a score 
of 18-8 McNeil served the team to victory with a strong float serve. This concluded the set 
25-8. 
 
Back from the change of sides LeAF were determined to win another set. This set started 
slower than the last with Solent managing to hold LeAF at 8-7 at the technical time out. But 
determined and with great defence by Libero Crane LeAF continued to fight. LeAF kept the 
lead by the second technical time out with a score of 16-15. Still with a narrow lead middle 
Symonds sent powerful spikes to the lines of the opposition’s court, unable to retrieve these 
LeAF gained further points. Some amazing blocking from Fullerton and Smith sealed the set 
with another win for LeAF at 25-19. 
 
LeAF started the third set with hopes to finish the match. With incredible hits from Captain 
Gunter LeAF started with a positive lead, at the first technical time out LeAF lead at 8-6.With 
great covering from all players LeAF continued to fight, and with tactical placing of spikes 
from middle Symonds and opposite Fullerton Wessex continued to lead to the second 
technical time out at 16-13. Consistent pick-ups from Libero Crane and Outside Gunter lead 
LeAF to close to winning the match. A final push from Smith with an effective serving run got 
LeAF the win at 25-19.Overall a great team effort from all players with fantastic support from 
both the coach and the bench gave LeAF Wessex a 3-0 win. 
 

Wessex LeAF Players represent England at CEV U20 European Qualifiers  
 
Wessex LeAF boys, Joel Roberts and Nathan Fullerton, enjoyed a weekend of fierce 
international competition on home soil in the first round of the European Under 20 Volleyball 
Championships at Kettering last weekend. Encouraged by their successful achievements at 
NEVZA in Denmark last October, a young England team took on Azerbaijan and Norway in 
the hope of progressing to the second round. Aggressive hitting from them both,with 
Nathan's strong blocking and Joel's consistent passing and lightning-fast reactions in 
defence helped England to a dominant 3 sets to nil victory against Azerbaijan, with the set 
scores 25-18, 25-9, 25-17. The win saw England through to the next round, as Azerbaijan 
had also lost to Norway. The winner of the match against Norway would head for the easier 
second round draw. Following his strong performance against Azerbaijan, Joel continued to 
impress a partisan home crowd, who cheered the England boys into a good lead in the first 
set. Joel's well-placed ball cross-court hit took England to set point but they could not quite 
close out the set, and Norway took the set 28-26. The speed, power and combination 
attacking of the Norwegians ultimately proved too much for England, who lost the second set 
25-13 but rallied back well in the third set, only to lose out in the final few points to a score of 
25-20. England MVP for the match, Joel, won the plaudits for his focus, on-court leadership 
and consistent determination. Next up for the England boys is a tough trip to Bulgaria to face 
the hosts, Netherlands and Greece. 
 
Joel enjoyed his first international matches at England's National Volleyball Centre: 
 



"Playing for my country in front of a home crowd was an unforgettable experience. The 
constant cheering and noise made by the fans created an atmosphere that was fantastic to 
play in. I think that's part of the reason the team performed so well, especially against 
Azerbaijan. It is very difficult playing against other national teams that are all significantly 
older and taller than me, however it's not something that puts me off and I usually find the 
better the opposition, the easier it is to push myself to meet the challenge." 
 
Thanks to the images from www.cev.lu 
 

Wessex Rocare 1-3 Polonia IMKA London 
 
In the match of Wessex Rocare v Polonia Ealing ladies it was a battle by both teams. 
Polonia got off to a strong start, supported by their noisy army, and won the first set 25-20. 
Wessex Rocare then got into a groove and managed to win the second set 25-16 to level 
things up. 
 
In the 3rd set, Wessex Rocare struggled to pass as well as they normally do. Therefore, they 
didn't have all their hitting options available and struggled to kill the ball to get points on the 
board. Runs of strong serving by Polonia made it difficult for Wessex to come back and build 
a rhythm and put pressure on Polonia. Polonia had some good blocking by their middle 
attackers and some smart setting. However, Wessex stuck together in the final 2 sets but 
lost them 16-25 and 15-25, making the final result 3-1. They play Polonia again next 
weekend in the quarter final of the national cup and so are looking for revenge then! 
 
  
 

Wessex LeAF BU 3-0 London Polonia 
 
25-17, 25-12, 25-20 
 
This match was set up to be a great encounter, with both teams fighting hard to gain 2nd 
place in the league. With many polonia fans travelling down from London with the team, it 
was sure to be a loud atmosphere. 
 
Wessex started the match well, despite a few unforced errors. Ben Pipes was leading the 
attack well, and getting points of his own with some great second touch plays. The hitters 
were backing up Pipes' service with unstoppable hitting and blocking. Polonia were playing 
well but couldn't match the level of play from their south coast counterparts. 
 
Wessex lead for early in the set and never relinquished their lead, and with errors from the 
London based team creeping in, took the set comfortably 25-17. 
 
If the 1st set was comfortable then the second set turned out to be a breeze. With great 
defence from Andrea Ivanov and Libero Rob Flay, Wessex surged to a 14-4 lead. The set 
was effectively over, with just the scoreline needing confirmation. More excellent play from 
the middle hitters Phil Smith and Koko Stoimenov Wessex were ran away to a 25-12 set 
victory. 
 
At 2-0 down, Polonia raised their game. Better hitting and passing allowed them to take an 
early lead and put pressure on Wessex. Kimber and Smith produced some excellent 
blocking at crucial times, even chipping in with some defending when needed allowing 
wessex to stay with Polonia. As the set became 20-19 to Polonia, the home side needed to 
up their game. 
 



However it was the London side who lost focus and handed the set and the match to 
Wessex. With 5 errors in the last 6 points, Polonia gifted the set to the home side 25-20, and 
a crucial victory in terms of the league. 
 
Wessex have guaranteed 2nd spot in the playoffs and can now focus on working towards 
building on their performance to ensure success in league and cup. Captain Hunter said 
after the game "Fantastic win today, we believed we could get a result like that and it is a 
great feeling having the 3-0 win and securing 2nd place. It's important for us not to get 
complacent now ahead of the Cup Quarter Final next weekend and the playoffs soon. The 
season is far from over and all the trophies are still up for grabs!" 
 
  
 

Wessex BU 2 3-1 Team Southampton 
 
Report to follow 
 
Wessex Under 15 boys travelled to North Devon on Saturday to play in the final of the South 
West Championships against ABS, Barnstaple. 
 
It was clear from start that Wessex had the height advantage and would have the superior 
attacking skills and this was proved by the first attack with Jack Williams killing a set from 
Austin Pearse. However the ABS youngsters were brave and tenacious and this, combined 
with some basic Wessex mistakes, saw the scores level at 6 all in the first set. Wessex then 
adapted their defensive play with Niral Kerai and Niko Gleed shining. Ed Van Wingerden and 
Dan Harwood dominated the attack as Wessex, in complete command, surged ahead to win 
25-10. 
 
Following on from this Williams, Harwood, Pearce and Owen McNeil’s serving gave Wessex 
full control. Alex Beveridge, Ciaran Sheekey and Iraj Safaee played their part in attack as 
Callum Wilson and Harwood took over the setting. Kerai and Gleed also showed their 
versatility as players switched roles. Throughout Van Wingerden played some clever shots 
while Williams showed power on the left in the latter stages. Wessex won the 2nd set 25-7. 
 
All credit to ABS but Wessex looked impressive and a class above on the day. 
 
Wessex Leaf are not only South West Under 15 Champions but they now go on to the 
National Cup 2nd round in Reading on the 23rd March. 
 
Squad – Ed Van Wingerden, Austin Pearce, Dan Harwood, Jack Williams, Niko Gleed, Alex 
Beveridge, Niral Kerai, Callum Wilson, Owen McNeil, Iraj Sarafee, Ciaran Sheekey. 
 
  
 
Sunday 19th January was a mixed day for the Wessex LeAF U18 Women for their National 
League matches. Wessex travelled to Bristol to play against the local team Bristol 2 and the 
New Forest Ladies. 
 

Wessex LeAF U18 Women 3-1 Bristol (23-25, 25-19, 25-22, 25-14) 
 
Wessex started with Megan Davies, Hannah Symonds, Milly Smith, Paige Fullerton, Beth 
Gunter, Rachel McNeil and Libero Emma Crane. The first set started a little slow for 
Wessex, not quite getting the defence up which lead to Bristol taking the lead 8-5 going into 
the first technical timeout. Picking the pace back up showed countless attacks from Gunter 



and Fullerton, which Wessex took the score up to 16-13 at the second technical timeout. 
Bristol managed to fight back through the blocks from Wessex, taking the set just at 23-25. 
 
Wessex were determined to fight back and started off the second set with consistent quick 
attacks from the middles Symonds and Smith taking them to the first technical timeout with 
the score 8-6. A very powerful service from McNeill put pressure on Bristol, taking Wessex in 
the lead at 16-9 on the second technical timeout. The serve receive unit of McNeil, Crane 
and Gunter continued to deliver the ball for Davies to set the attack. One close overpass 
from the Wessex team almost gave the point away, but with a block from Davies that Bristol 
didn’t expect took the set at 25-19. 
 
The third set saw the same six players remain in the action the Bristol side. Gunter took the 
advantage of the set to attack the line, taking them to the first technical time out at 8-3. 
Further seeking to win more points, Davies put more pressure on the team with a continuous 
service run taking the second technical time out at the score 16-7. With aggressive attacks 
from Fullerton through opposite deemed too much for the Bristol team, taking the third set at 
25-22. 
 
In the fourth and final set, with the support from the rest of the Wessex squad - Dibden, 
Chester, Lane and Kaashoek, Wessex were able to push through the set with big attacks 
from Gunter and Fullerton to get Wessex just in front with 8-7 going into the first technical 
timeout. With the link between defence and setting staying strong both worked in unison to 
take the second technical time out with the score 16-10. McNeil struck again with her 
consistent powerful service run, taking the last of Bristol’s efforts and winning the final set of 
25-14. Paige Fullerton won the MVP of the match for her outstanding attacks and team 
support. 
 

Wessex LeAF U18 Women 0-3 New Forest (23-25, 22-25, 19-25) 
 
Wessex went into their next game with high hopes of success after winning the previous 
game. The starting six of Megan Davies, Hannah Symonds, Milly Smith, Paige Fullerton, 
Beth Gunter, Rachel McNeil and Libero Emma Crane stayed the same going into their first 
set. Wessex started off quicker than their previous game with Gunter serving powerful lines, 
which gave the team a terrific start at 8-3 going into the first technical time out. Wessex 
stayed strong, with the defence team delivering perfect passes for Davies to set, which took 
them to the second technical time out with the score at 16-14 to Wessex. New Forest took 
their advantage on service, which put too much pressure on the Wessex passing unit, 
making them lose the set narrowly with the score 23-25. 
 
Looking to win the next set, Wessex started steadily, focusing on defence and serve receive 
of the first ball. This proved effective and McNeil struck back yet again with powerful line 
service, which helped the team take a narrow lead into the first technical timeout at 8-7. New 
forest didn’t go easy on the Wessex team, delivering powerful service that Fullerton and 
Smith couldn’t break with a block, leading into the second technical time out at 13-16 to the 
New Forest team. Not giving in, Wessex middles Smith and Symonds produced effective 
blocks, however the attacks from New Forest couldn’t be stopped, leading to the Wessex 
team losing 22-25 at the end of the second set. 
 
Wessex went into the third set more determined than ever to win, starting off with another 
service run from Fullerton; however the New Forest team continued to deliver powerful 
attacks through 4 and 2, which lead into the first technical time out at 4-8 to New Forest. 
Wessex came back with Fullerton’s effective, strong opposite attacks, leading Wessex just 
ahead at 16-15 by the second technical timeout. Wessex outside Chester was subbed on for 
McNeil to see if Wessex could pull through to win the final set. Even with final push from the 
Wessex team, New Forest attacks were too much for the defence unit of Crane, Gunter and 



Chester, leading to Wessex losing the final set at 19-25. Milly Smith won the MVP of the 
match for her fantastic attacks, service and general team support and communication. 
 
 

Wessex Rocare Ladies 
 
Wessex Rocare v Swiss Cottage 
 
Wessex Rocare women commenced the second half of their Super 8's season with a trip to 
the splendid facilities at the University of East London to play Swiss Cottage. Swiss Cottage 
had beaten Wessex Rocare 3 : 1 in the first game of the season, but this match showed a 
great team performance by Wessex Rocare which meant they were able to stop Swiss 
Cottage from performing at a high level. 
 
Wessex began a little tentative, playing safe and having runs of points against them due to 
some tough serves by Swiss Cottage and some unforced errors and consequently lost the 
first set 17-25. Following this, and once Wessex had overcome the nerves and 
apprehension, they realised that Swiss Cottage were beatable, and they began relaxing into 
their game and playing with more conviction. The Wessex passing unit was strong lead by 
Vicky Palmer and some great defence by Sarah Arnold and this allowed Wessex to use their 
attackers including the strong middle hitters and they began building a rhythm. 
 
Wessex then won the next 3 sets 25-22, 25-16 and 25-16. These convincing scores were 
largely down to the Wessex girls strong serves which left Swiss Cottage unable to pass well 
and therefore they couldn't use their powerful attackers consistently. There were ups and 
downs from both teams but the Wessex girls stuck together and got themselves out of any 
trouble by focusing on one point at a time which ultimately gave them success. 
 
This win, over fifth-placed Swiss Cottage consolidated Wessex Rocare in third place, with a 
game in hand on second-placed Polonia Ealing. These two teams meet in a crunch match 
this Saturday at Leaf School, Northbourne at 2.30, with the winner likely to take the favoured 
second place in the league into the end-of-season play-offs. Olympian, Zara Dampney, has 
re-signed for Wessex Rocare for the rest of the season and once she has regained her 
match fitness, will strengthen the team considerably. 
 
  

Wessex LeAF BU Men 
 
Wessex LeAF BU .v.s. London Lynx 
 
Sunday 19th January Wessex LeAF BU travelled away to London Lynx in their second 
match of the weekend. Lynx previous match took down 3rd place CBL Polonia in a 5 set 
thriller so Wessex were prepared for a tricky match in the super8 clash. 
 
Wessex started with a familiar line up. Ben Pipes, Oli Kimber, Phil Smith, Koko Stoimenov, 
Kirk Pitman and captain Dan Hunter. Ryan Stout returned to the starting libero position. 
 
First set Wessex battled hard against a Lynx side that were clearly motivated for the match. 
Some big blocks from Stoimenov and Kimber kept Wessex ahead 8-7 in the first technical 
time out. Kimber continued to kill the ball pushing Wessex ahead but a few errors let the 
momentum slip and Wessex were 15-16 behind AT&T he second technical. Pitman led the 
attack with high hitting over the lynx block. Pipes combined well with the middles and lynx 
simply couldn't stop them. Wessex took the first set 25-21. 
 



The second set started well with good passing from Pitman and Stout giving pipes all the 
options in the attack. Wessex sided out well with Smith simply unstoppable in the middle. 
Wessex led 8-6 and 16-15 at the technical timeouts but it did nothing to stop lynx from piling 
on the pressure and challenge the away side. Wessex struggled to stop the middle players 
from Lynx and a few unforced errors found the momentum shift to the home side. Despite 
smart play from Pipes and kills from Stoimenov it wasn't enough and Wessex lost the 2nd 
set 25-21. 
 
The third set Wessex knew they had to get control of the game and make sure no points 
were dropped. A second ball from Pipes followed by big attacks hard into the Lynx court by 
Pitman and Stoimenov gave Wessex the start they needed. 8-6 up at the first technical 
Wessex knew this was their chance to show their dominance on the game. Tactical serving 
from Hunter and Smith with 3 kills blocks and another kill from Pitman saw the Wessex side 
jump ahead 16-9. Wessex passing unit continued to give Pipes the balls to set the middle 
players who started to dominate the game. Wessex took the set comfortably 25-13. 
 
2-1 up and Andrea Ivanov replaced Kimber in the opposite position. Tough serving 
continued from the Wessex side as Lynx started to make more unforced errors. Leading 8-3 
at the first technical timeout, step up Andrea Ivanov. Fresh into the game Ivanov took the 
game to Lynx from the service line with 6 unreturned ACES in a row giving Wessex a huge 
16-5 lead into the second technical. Wessex continued to pile he pressure on Lynx and kills 
from Hunter and Pitman on the wing pushed Wessex to close out the final set 25-16. 
 

Wessex LeAF BU win 3-1 (25-21, 21-25, 25-13, 25-16) 
 
Captain Hunter said "we knew it was a tough place to come and get the result but the guys 
grinned out the full 3 points and it's makes a good journey home! It was just the start we 
needed in what is a busy period for the players. We are all looking forward to next weekends 
home match where it's a battle of 2nd and 3rd!" 
 
Wessex LeAF BU play at 4.30pm Saturday 25th January in a Wessex BIG weekend of 
Volleyball! More information online at www.wessexvolleyball.com 
 

Wessex LeAF BU .v.s. SGTV Solent 
 
Saturday 18th January saw the return to Super 8 action for Wessex LeAF BU Men after the 
Christmas break. They came up against local rivals SGTV Solent, who earlier in the season 
lost 3-1 to the Wessex side in a close encounter in Southampton. 
 
Wessex started with captain Dan Hunter and Kirk Pitman on the wing, Ben Pipes resumed 
the setting position, Oli Kimber returned the opposite role having played middle in recent 
matches and the middle pairing of Koko Stoimenov and Phil Smith plus a debut in the Libero 
position for Rob Flay. 
 
The first set Wessex started strongly going into the first technical time out 8-5. Wessex 
started to dominate the game with powerful attacking and defence from Hunter and Pitman. 
Wessex put the pressure on the away side, much to the excitement of the home fans and 
pushing ahead in the set 12-8. Big blocking from Kimber backed up by hard kills by Smith 
gave Wessex an 8 point led and ensured the home side were well in control. Introductions to 
Alex Chevau, Andrea Ivanov and Carl Butcher to the game as Wessex continue to see out 
the set 25-19. 
 
The starting 6 resumed their position in the line up for the start of set 2. The teams traded 
points closely as Solent tried to shift the momentum of the match but great attacking from 



Stoimenov and Pitman put Wessex 8-7 up at the first technical. Wessex continued to attack 
well from all areas of the court. There was a slight injury delay for a dislocated finger as one 
of the Solent players got a block touch on one of Hunters attacks. The Wessex team 
regrouped and stayed focused on being clinical and finishing out the set. Andrea Ivanov and 
Alex Chevau returned to the court as Wessex les 22-17. Strong serving from Wessex and a 
big kill down the line from Ivanov pushed Wessex to the set point 24-19. Wessex converted 
the set point on the first opportunity to take the set 25-19. 
 
The third set saw Fullerton claim a space in the starting 6 as Wessex went all out to take the 
3-0 win and the 3 points. The home side continued in similar fashion as the other previous 
sets. Great side out attacking and some more big blocks meant Wessex led in both technical 
time outs 8-5 and 16-10. Wessex charge continued as Kimber continued to make points for 
the home side. 16-year-old Fullerton was not looking out of place in the experienced Wessex 
side as he scored points in the middle as Wessex edged closer to the match. Andrea Ivanov 
swapped in for Hunter with immediate impact with a block. Match point up, Ivanov went back 
to serve and served a rocket deep into the Solent court acing them and securing the set 25-
14. 
 
Wessex secure the win 3-0, 25-19, 25-19, 25-14. 
 
Captain Hunter said "it was a good and disciplined start to 2014 and it was great to get a 3-0 
win after the Christmas break. The 3 points is helping us secure 2nd place ahead of the 
playoffs. We travel away to London Lynx tomorrow so it's important for us to rest up and not 
get complacent with today's win, anther important game tomorrow" 
 
Wessex LeAF BU travel away to London Lynx on Sunday 19th January 2014. 
 
 
 
The Wessex Leaf u16 boys volleyball team have reached the Last 8’s of the National Cup 
after three superb performances at the weekend. The squad have worked hard this season 
and with a lot of recent match play practice the improvement could be seen in the 2-0 
victories against ABS Devon, Chadwell Heath and Richmond. 
 
ABS were the first opponents and it was Louis Stephenson who lead the way with a mixture 
of clever tips and smashing. Sam Wyatt and Mo Kerai passed well to setter Tom Allen who 
spread the attack to good effect. A couple of penetrating serves from Wyatt, good hitting on 
the right wing by Dan Harwood and a couple of blocks from Allen saw Wessex open a big 
lead. Austin Pearce (14) took on the setting role and performed well and Ben Valatka made 
his National Cup debut as the set went to Wessex Leaf 25-14. The second set saw much the 
same and with Harry Jones showing his class in all the skills, it was won 25-15. 
 
Next up were Chadwell Heath who had some strong players. However they were shocked by 
a brilliant team display from Wessex as all players shone in a 25-9 win. It was clear that 
Chadwell would come out fighting and this they did. Three missed serves in a row and a 
couple of poor refereeing decisions saw Wessex Leaf fall behind at the start of the set. 
Harwood, Jones and 14 year old Ed Van Wingerden came up with some stunning blocks to 
get their team back level. Then a run of serves from Allen and Jones and a smash from 
Stephenson gave Wessex the lead. With the help of Kerai the team kept in control to run out 
25-22 winners. 
 
Richmond had looked impressive in their matches so Wessex Leaf knew it was going to be a 
tough match. Although the inclusion of Ben McKenzie helped with more accurate passing 
Richmond’s serve caused Wessex early problems. Having established the lead Richmond 
were then pegged back by a fine run of serves from Jones. Dominate play in the front court 



from Van Wingerden kept Wessex ahead despite the team struggling to line up against the 
Richmond hitters. With great support from the bench and outstanding play from Jones the 
set was won 25-19. The second set saw some point winning smashes from Wyatt but it was 
the unstoppable combination play between Allen and Jones that really impressed all. 
Wessex appeared to have a comfortable lead but tiredness was a slight concern so the 
substitution of Jordan West, who made a diving retrieval as soon as he had come on, gave 
the team a lift. Wessex Leaf won 25-19 to secure a much deserved place in the Last 8’s on 
the 9th March in Kettering. 
 
Squad- Harry Jones, Tom Allen, Louis Stephenson, Ed Van Wingerden, Sam Wyatt, Dan 
Harwood, Mohit Kerai, Ben McKenzie, Austin Pearce, Jordan West, Ben Valatka, Nathaniel 
Thatcher. 
 
 
 
The Wessex Leaf u15 boys took part in the Volleyball Dorset tournament on Tuesday at Sir 
David English as part of their preparation for the National Cup. Although tiredness showed in 
the last game the overall performances were very good. Austin Pearce and Callum Wilson 
played a two setter system and worked well together while Alex Beveridge was very 
successful with great all round skills. Ciaran Sheekey, despite an ankle injury, showed good 
improvement. Of the younger players Niko Gleed excelled in defence and also hit many 
winning shots. Iraj Safaee and Owen McNeil smashed well on the left while Niral Kerai 
showed skills in the backcourt. Jack Williams, just 14 and only recently from injury, was 
outstanding. Overall a very encouraging team effort. 
 
  
 
Wessex travelled to Southampton on Sunday to play Team Southampton in the Men's 
Hampshire League. Currently unbeaten and facing an inexperienced home side, Wessex 
were able to start a first six of junior players with an average age of 16. Tom Allen took on 
the sole setting role which allowed Nick Morris to hit. This he did to good affect as he and 
Sam Wyatt won early points. With Peter Rowe and Mohit Kerai passing accurately Allen was 
able to successfully find Lyle Anderton and Joel Roberts through the middle. Wessex 
secured the first set 25-19. The second set saw Dan Harwood make his debut and he didn't 
disappoint with strong blocking and consistent serving. With Josh Arnold hitting well and 
Rowe making a late appearance as setter the set was won 25-18. 
 
MVP - Tom Allen 
 
Wessex played a much stronger Southampton in the second match. Morris took over the 
setting but it was his excellent line serving that caught the eye. Blocking from Anderton, 
Roberts and Wayne Veale also helped give Wessex the early advantage. Veale and Tom 
MacArthur showed their experience with consistent performances as the first set was won 
25-18. The highlight of the second set was Roberts powerful angled smash which hit the 3 
metre line before bouncing high before anyone could react. Despite this the team lost a bit of 
focus and although they regrouped they lost 25-23. Into the deciding set and Rowe hit a 
couple of good smashes on the left to put Wessex into the lead. The whole team were now 
playing well which enabled them to secure the win 15-10.0 
 
Squad - Lyle Anderton, Nick Morris, Peter Rowe, Joel Roberts, Josh Arnold, Sam Wyatt, 
Tom Allen, Mohit Kerai, Dan Harwood, Wayne Veale, Tom MacArthur 


